0 my Divinity! thou dost blend with the earth and fashion for thyself Temples of mighty power.
0 my Divinity! thou livest in the heart-life of all things and dost radiate a Golden Light that shinetl1
forever and doth illumine even the darkest corners of the earth.

0 my Divinity! blend thou with me that from the corruptible I may become Incorruptible; that from
- Katherine Tingley

imperfection I may become Perfection; th&t from darkness I may go forth in Light.
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near and far: The subject of our study this afternoon
F RIENDS
may seem at first sight a little startling to you : 'Living Men
and Dead Men' ; but I am going to try to show you some very in
teresting aspects of human thought, and illustrations of how the hu
man mind has discovered truth in past times and also today is in
process of discovering a still larger range of truth, so far as the phy
sical world goes, than had previously been known.
Now, as was announced, Theosophy is in truth the Mother of
the Great Religions and Philosophies of the world. We mean by
this that there is existent in the world, and has been existent from
[Stenographic report of the twentieth of a series of lectures on the above subject.
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immemorial time, a system of teaching which is consistent, coherent,
and which imbodies in its principles the elemental facts of >J ature;
and this body of teaching, this system of thought, is in the guardian
ship of great men, perfected men if you like, whom we Theosophists
call the Fine Flowers of the Human Race : highly evolved human
beings. We call them by other names also: Masters, Teachers, Ma
hatmans, and what not else. Elder B rothers is a favorite term
which we give to them. They are not gods ; they are not angels; they
are men.
This body of teaching, as I have j ust said, is now in the guardian
ship and care of these wonderful men , and has been in that guardian
ship for times running backwards into the past so long gone by that
history preserves only certain records of these distant days. Note
this carefully : At certain critical times in human history, one of
these men comes forth into the outside world and founds a new
world-religion, or inaugurates a new system of world-philosophy, in
each of which, as its fundamentals, is some, and perhaps all, of this
body of teaching of which I have spoken. This body of teaching we
call in our modern times, Theosophy; and on account of the facts
that I have j ust set before you , we call it the Mother of Religions,
Philosophies, and Sciences.
Now, under this general head on different Sundays recently, I
have talked on various sub-themes illustrating different aspects of
certain more general and broader principles. I have spoken on the
subject, for instance, ' How Man is Born and Reborn.' A fter that,
I spoke on the subject, 'Young Gods at School and at Play,' each of
the sub-themes illustrating a number of essential religious and philo
sophical thoughts or certain fundamental principles pertaining to
this Universal Religion which is today called Theosophy; and this
afternoon I am going to talk to you on another sub-theme of the
same general s ubject, having the title : 'Living Men and Dead Men.'
Those of you who were here on preceding Sundays, or who
'listened in,' will understand better what I am going to talk about
this afternoon; for I laid down in those former studies certain very
important fundamental ideas: indeed, very important principles;
but it would be tedious to go over them again even in brief form this
a fternoon. Those who are interested in hearing more about what
Theosophy teaches on these subjects will be enabled to read these
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lectures as they are printed in serial form in our official monthly
magazine, THE THEOSOPHICAL PATH.
Friends, you know what living men are. We all are such. Bu t
do y ou know what dead men are ? I do not, simply because there
are none such. I chose that phrase as the second member of the
title of my sub-theme merely because it is a popular method of speak
ing of one of the two ideas which this title embraces. Men, I sup
pose, when they hear such an expression as 'dead men,' think o f
men whose life-term is ended, and who therefore have a post-mortem
existence somewhere presumably - but as what? Souls, or 'spirits,'
or something like that? B ut I tell you there are no dead men !
I n recent lectures I went a little distance into what I mean by the
adjective 'dead' and by the noun 'death,' and I showed that these
things are mere words by which the human mind seeks to express
thoughts which it gathers - and supposedly truthfully gathers from a more or less consistent observation of the phenomena of the
material world. Death is dissolution of a component entity or thing.
The dead, therefore, are merely dissolving bodies - entities which
have reached their term on this our physical plane. Dissolution is
common to all things, because all physical things are composite:
they are not absolute things ; they are born; they grow ; they reach
maturity; they enjoy, as the expression runs, a certain term of life
in the full bloom of their powers ; then they ' die.' That is the or
dinary way of expressing what men call ' death' ; and the correspond
ing adjective is 'dead,' when we say that such things or entities are
'dead.' My point is that the mind, through inattention and faulty
logic, transfers a purely material phenomenon which our senses in
form us of to a supposed post-mortem existence in an invisible world.
A friend recently loaned me some numbers of a London paper
called The Daily News and Westminster Gazette, which has been
latterly conducting a symposium, and perhaps is still doing so, on
the question, 'Where are the Dead ?' In all candor, friends, I have
been amazed, astonished, dumbfounded, to find that many of the
writers who sent their contributions to the symposium of this great
London paper wrote like children and argued like men, and yet
many of them were eminent people. A mere superficial study of
these letters showed clearly that their writers self-confessedly knew
nothing about their subject. They had no clear ideas on the sub
ject, and in every case that occurs to my mind they were honest
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enough and frank enough to say so. They did not know what to
think about it ; and yet they wrote in some cases with no small parade
of argumen tative knowledge. Some of the contributions were down
right extravagant, for in the etymological sense of this word they
wandered far from the subject into byways and sidelines of thought.
Some of these contributions were intolerably feeble in ideas ; and
some of them, on the other hand, were pretty good .
Oddly enough, according to my judgment, the two best of them
all that I have so far read came from the pen of two materialistic
scientists. I say "the best" for this reason : these two men had some
thing to say - whatever the reader may think about it - and they
were honest in saying it ; therefore they said what they believed and
it made at least readable stuff. Doubtless the others also tried to
say what they believed; but they did not seem to believe in much
of anything or to possess any fundamental principles of thought
about anything on earth, as far as I could see. To this a few excep
tions came from men of confessedly religious affiliations, and here
it was amusing to contrast their positive affirmations with the ag
nostic divagations of the other class. It was guess-work and un
examined faith ; and pitiful indeed was the exhibition of it all . Now,
friends, I am not here guilty of the same faults which I most regret
fully perceived in the contributions I speak of. I simply state my
mental reactions from what I read, striving with all my strength to
understand the bias of each writer's mind and the bent of his thinking.
I dare say that English people are in no wise the inferiors in in
telligence or in education or in deep thinking of any other people
on earth. They represent, I suppose, a fairly average section cut
through human society ; and I am sure that if a similar symposium
were conducted in any other country by one of the great dailies, we
should find exactly the same feebleness of thinking and the same
amazing dearth of ideas that I noticed so generally in the Westmin
ster Gazette stuff.
This symposium began, I believe, in the receipt of a certain num
ber of letters written to the newspapers quite after the English
fashion, ( the Englishman, you know, seems to believe that if he
writes a letter to a newspaper , he is faithfully fulfilling part of his
national d uties ; and it may all be a good thing). These letters were
in the nature of criticisms or comments upon a statement by one of
the most eminent of B ritish biological anthropologists, Sir Arthur
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Keith, who had shortly before made the statement, at a meeting o f
the British Association for the Advancement of Science, that ·when
death overtook a man that was the end of everything for that individ
ual. There is nothing new about Keith's idea ; it is an old one; but it
called forth an avalanche of letters to the newspapers - some of
them, as I have said, from very eminent men.
The two art i c le s among those that I read and most enjoyed were
by Sir Arthur himsel f and by Julian Huxley, another eminent English
s cie n ti s t
I enjoyed them most on account of the frank honesty com
bined with obviously considered thought which these two men
showed, based on their own lines of work, although I state frankly
that I disagree with them entirely in the conclusions which they have
drawn.
.

As far as I have been able to trace the origin of this symposium,
the first letter received was written by a contributor who signed his
communication "A. J. C."; and this communication contained the
following paragraph:
Every time a human being dies he drops into that abyss of numbers - almost
too deep for thought. What happens to the poor bewildered soul? Where is
the place of the little child in that universe of the dea d ? \Vhere and in what
manner is the eternal army assembled and disposed ?

What a collection o f postulates are here! - every one o f
which doubtless the writer believed i n and concerning which he evi
dently knows nothing, for they are all questions. How about this
" abyss of numbers ? " I suppose he means all the men who have died,
all supposedly having 'souls,' who are living in space and time some
where, a multitude which he calls " the abyss of numbers" - many
billions of them, if we count the past millennia of the human race,
perhaps countless billions! He says, "What happens to the poor be
wildered soul" who joins these billions ? But I ask, Why should it
be a 'soul' ? And why should the soul be "bewildered" ? I t seems
to me that here this writer runs into pure assumptions; but the shock
is too much for him and he begins to ask questions . Then he says :
"Where is the place o f the little child in that universe o f the dead ?"
Why should a little child differ in locality or condition when dead
from the condition or locality which a grown-up supposedly finds ?
How about "the universe of the dead ? " I never heard o f such a
universe! I do not believe there is one. No philosophy, no religion,
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no science tells us a word about a "universe of the dead." And he
asks , "Where and in what manner is the eternal army assembled and
disposed ?" \Vhy should it be an "eternal army" of the dead in "a
universe o f the dead ? " Is it not obvious that this contributor's mind
was attempting to see in what was to him Cimmerian darkness? I
think that is j ust what we may perceive here.
Indeed, it is a pathetic picture which this symposium brings be
fore us. Now, what brought about all this confusion of ideas re
garding things which the human heart and human mind have pon
dered over for ages and in other times have found answers satisfactory
to the most brilliant and most spiritual intellects the world has ever
known ? I say that it is false and distorted teachings, teachings with
out any basis in Nature, without any basis in fact, teachings derived
from the past which have been utterly misunderstood - false scien
tific teachings, and false philosophical teachings, and false religiom;
teachings. Remember, please, that this is a universe concerning
which we do know certain things, and our knowledge of it is growing
greater daily - a universe which is, to use the popular expression,
under the guidance and control of universal law and is therefore con
sistent, coherent, every part answering to every other part, every
part relative to every other part - one vast organism. And man, the
last word of evolutionary development on our earth, although an in
separable part o f that Universe, knows nothing about it, in spite of
his more or less highly developed consciousness and penetrating
mind !
Do you find death anywhere ? No. You find nothing but action ;
you find nothing but movement ; you find nothing but change.
Nothing stands still or is annihilated. What is called 'death' itself
shouts forth to us the fact of movement and change. Absolute in
ertia is unknown in Nature or in the human mind ; it does not exist
so far as we know and is but a fantasy which the mind constructs,
much as we may speak of a 'square triangle' or a 'flat sphere,' using
phrases which are meaningless. \Vherever we look, we see movemen t ;
w e see change ; we see growth ; w e see decay - i n other words, LIFE !
Our own interior apparatus - which is we, the essential self - is
likewise a shea f or bundle o f forces always in movement, never rest
ing, therefore never 'dead,' which is equivalent to saying that if it be
a sheaf or bundle and therefore a composite entity its term of life is
as prolonged as is the union o f these factors.
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What is Science - the supposed hope of modern humanity? It
is the result of four things combined: human experience, human ex
periment or research, human reflexion or thinking, and correlation of
the knowledge thus gained into systematic form. That is precisely
what the system which we call Theosophy is, and as it is presented to
the world today : It is the result of ages upon ages of human exper
ience, of human research and experiment by the Great Sages, the
Masters of Life and of Wisdom, o f whom I have spoken before, of
their deep thinking and reflexion. I t is also the result of their cor
relation of the knowledge that they have wrested from the womb of
Nature and have formulated into systematic exposition. I could say
more about this and strengthen the argument, but that would lead me
into fields far from my present subject. I have on other occasions
pointed out to you where you may find the proofs of the statements
that I have made on each Sunday to you regarding ancient religions
and philosophies. You will find them in the old literatures ; and our
Theosophical literature of today gives you the key whereby you may
open the doors of those literatures and relics of ancient thoughts,
such as they are, which today so puzzle the befuddled and bewildered
minds of our modern scholars.
Men turned to Modern Science as a reaction from the dogmatism
of an outworn religious creed. In the name of the immortal gods l
What else could they do ? They were hungry for truth and hunted
for it : and the reaction is now again setting in from that first reaction,
action and reaction being a natural pendulum as it were of the human
mind, which is in movement constantly. We are living, and there are
no dead. Now, I am going a little further into this thought, but withal
I am not going to talk to you about death per se: that possibly may be
the subject o f some future study, but this afternoon I am going to hold
strictly to my subject.
Let me add the following by way of explanation : When Kather
ine Tingley asked me to undertake this series of lectures, she said to
m e : " Please, in your addresses, try to give something in each lecture
that will help your audiences. Leave the merely doctrinal formula
tion or exposition of our philosophy, to the books for the present.
Give out ideas
the essential things. Give people something to
think about, if it be only a thread of thought, a spark, as it were, which
may set fire to their own minds. They may read the books, if they
will ." Therefore have I been trying to give you the essential ideas
-
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of our teachings, leaving aside doctrinal intricacies and long Sanskrit
or Hebrew or Greek or Latin words, or words from any other language
than English, and in continuation of this I have some ideas to give to
you this afternoon. Please listen care fully to what I have to say, in
view of the fact that I cannot recapitulate on each Sunday all that
has preceded, as this is a series of lectures or studies.
I shall now turn to Modern Science, which looms so large in im
portance in human consciousness today. You know that on other
occasions I have spoken to you about the ultra-modern scientific
teachings of the nature of matter and the nature of force, and how
they are fundamentally One - one thing in various gradations o f
ethereality o r m ateriality. This is a n old, old teaching of Theosophy,
found in all the ancient phil osophies and religions and today a funda
mental of ultra-modern science from which very few indeed of the
greater men of science depart . There is no difference, fundamentally
and essentially, between these two. Remember this. The postulate
is highly important for understanding this question of the dead, and
of death, and of all those other things which so plague and vex the hu
man spirit today and which arise from ignorance.
I have pointed out to you on several occasions that man's con
stitution is a sheaf, a bundle, of forces or energies -- a bundle there
fore of substances and of matters. The words 'energy' or ' force' and
'substance' or 'matter' are practically equivalent; but they do not
mean the same thing, any more than physical ether means lead or
gold or some other kind of gross matter - such physical matter as
we know, such physical matter as is tangible to us; yet both are matter
and both are aggregates of energies. I have also spoken to you of
the modern relativistic doctrines originating with Einstein, and o f the
Quantum-Theory of Planck. It was in 1901 that Planck, a famous
Berlin scientist, got the intuition that energy, more or less precisely
like matter, was composed of what he called quanta or minute quanti
ties or units of energy : particles or bundles , as it were. And this
Quantum-Theory is also an accepted fundamental of modern scien
tific teaching today. It seems to me that this is all a matter of course
and must be so. I f energy and matter are one ; and we know matter
to be particular (that is to say, forn1ed of particles ) , or corpuscular
( that is to say, formed of corpuscles), or granular (that is to say,
formed of granules or atoms, if you will), therefore energy, which
is the origin of matter, must be so formed; for the part is not greater
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than the whole and partakes of the nature of the whole of which it
is a part.
'What is man? Your first answer, I suppose, would be : "Well,
he is a body of flesh. He can move and think and feel and do things."
A child will answer like that: b u t w e will let it go at that for the time
being. But what actually is man's body? This physical body of ours
is composed of cells; and there are some 2 6 thousand billion cells, as
estimated, in the average human physical body
26 trillions in
American numeration. Quite a respectable number'. Each one of
these cells, in its turn, is composed of molecules; each one of these
molecules, smaller parts of the cell, is composed of atoms; and each
one of these atoms, in its turn, according to the atomic theory of the
great Danish scientist, Bohr. is a composite entity and is composed
of positive and negative electrons -- protons or positive electrical
charges at the center of the atom, which form the atomic sun, and
electrons or charges of negative electricity whirling around this atom
ic sun precisely as the planets of our own solar system whirl around
their own central luminary. We know, furthermore, that these elec
trons are distant from their central sun and from each other by dis
tances relatively as great as those which separate our planets from
each other and from our own sun. Therefore, in the ultimate analy
sis, what is the human body composed o f ? Mostly holes, great spaces
with tiny particles of electricity whirling around certain centers; and
there are billions and billions, and trillions and quadrillions and quin
tillions of these in the human body. Hence, if our optical power
were penetrating and strong enough , we could look through the phys
ical matter of our bodies - which would, as such, be invisible to us
then - and see merely an occasional scintillating spot where some
electron happens to cross our line of sight, after much the same way
by which we look into the sky and see the scintillating spots represent
ing the various nebulae, suns, and planets which ornament the violet
dome of night.
Every one of these minute entities in our bodies is in the most
rapid possible movement, so rapid, being of the infinitesimal world,
that we can form no adequate conception of it at all. B ut our mathe
maticians, nevertheless, have calculated certain rates of speed of these
electrons - whether they be moving from electronic pulls or pushes
or what not; and these of course are very interesting, if you like to
deal with infinitesimal numbers expressed in quasi-infinite magni-
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tudes. Here is a thought which is well worthy of paus e : that in the
extremely minute, in the infinitesimal, we find magnitudes as great
in that sphere or world as the magnitudes which our senses cognise
in our cosmic Universe.
Let me give you some idea of what the numbers are of which I
have just spoken : the illustration may interest you. The number
of protons, which are the positive particles, and the electrons, which
are the negative particles of electricity, in a tiny bit of matter so
small as scarcely to be visible to the naked eye , is so great that we
must count them by octillions ; that is to say, 10 raised to the 2 7th
power, or, in other words, 1 followed by 2 7 zeros!
Listen again to this: Dr. Robert A. M illikan a very few years
ago estimated that the number of electrons which pass every second
through the filament of a common 16-candle power electric lamp is
so enormous that it would take the two and a half million people liv
ing in Chicago, each person counting cit the rate of two per second
and working twenty-four hours a day, twenty thousand years to
count them; thus, approximately 3,153,600,000,000,000,000 - 3
quintillions, 153 quadrillions, 600 trillions - o f electrons and pro
tons pass in one second through the filament of a 16-candle power
electric lamp!
It baffles the imagination and surpasses the utmost reaches of it
to attempt to form a mental conception of the quasi-infinite magni
tudes, so far as numbers are concerned, of these countless whirling
entities in a single ordinary human body. H ere is literally a case
where the infinitesimal merges again into the so-called 'infinite,' much
as an inverted cone , after passing the point of its origin again spreads
forth into a new 'infinite.' The figure is not so bad, because it is, I
believe, an actual schematic or diagrammatic representation o f natu
ral facts. And now scientists tell us that these electrons are the basis
of physical life; that they are the physical building-bricks of the
l:"niverse, being at once either energy or matter, according to the way
by which you look at i t ; and as each one of these is an incarnate force
entity or, in its last analysis, an energy; and as all matter is composed
of these, where then do we see anything 'dead' ?
Let me turn a moment to the Far Orient. Our modern scientific
doctrines as imbodied in the Relativist Theory, as I have already
pointed out, show us that the Universe which we see, the phenomenal
Universe, is actually an illusory thing, because we do not see it as
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it is. We Theosophists have a name for this cosmic or individual il
lusion : we use the Sanskrit word, maya, which means just that
'illusion' ; not that the Cniverse or ourselves docs not or do not exist :
that is not the idea; but that our apperceptive and perceptive facul
ties do not transmit to us or report to our understanding, things as
they are. We see in illusion; and forgetting this, we imagine that
what we see or sense in any other manner is real. Fond delusion!
This physical body of mine , or of yours, which seems so solid, I have
j ust pointed out is mostly vacancies, spaces ; in other words, a sheaf
or bundle of forces, which , according to modern physical-chemical
theory, in truth is nothing but hosts of tiny. tiny entities, in numbers
virtually incalculable, which are in the most rapid movement o f which
they at any moment are capable. In the Orient, as I have just hinted,
as for instance in the Vedanta philosophy of Hindusthan, this con
ception of illusion is likewise called nu1ya, the meaning being that the
l'niverse as we see it is an illusory presentation: or, in other words,
t hat we do not see it as it actually is. This idea is fundamental in all
archaic Oriental thinking, wa:s equally known in the Hither East and
to the philosophers of the }fediterranean nations, and is a fundamen
tal in our Theosophical philosophy. Our modern scientists are begin
ning to tell us precisely the same thing - not directly, of course, but
inferentially, indirectly, and by skilful hinting.
The theme of our Lecture is "Living }fen and Dead Men," and we
have j ust said that there are no 'dead men.' \Ve have j ust shown ,
also, that living men, as bodies , arc but hosts o f electrical corpuscles,
which are held , we may add in passing, in coherent and individualized
form by the overlordship of the dominating human soul. When that
human soul withdraws at what people call 'death' there ensues to the
body, not loss of life, but loss of individualized coherence ; the body
is as alive as ever, as is shown by its breaking up into its component
elements through the inherent forces of what is popularly called dis
integration ; in other words, the individualized life now passes to
diffuse life without a centralized government. This phenomenon has
lately been discovered in the realm of mineral nature by our ultra
modern chemistry in the form of two decaying chemical elements.
These two chemical elements which show what is called radio-activity
form or give forth by that process a n umber of other derivative ele
ments, thus proving the dream of the medieval alchemists of the trans
mutation of metals. In other words, and more accurately stated, it
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is the passing of one chemical element, so called, into another and
others by the loss or the gain in each such of one of these minuscule
or minute objects - an electron or a proton, as the case may be.
These two elements are called uranium and thorium, and each one
of these bodies gives birth to its own particular line of derivatives, but
both eventuate in lead.
And here is an interesting thing. Lead as we fmd it in Kature is
in all respects physically and chemically the same as the lead which
is derived in either case from uranium or thorium, with one differ
ence : that the atomic weight is different. All these three leads, there
fore: natural, uranium-lead as a derivative, and thorium-lead as a
derivative, react precisely the same to all physical and chemical tests
known except one - that, as said, they are not exactly of the same
atomic weight - which is accounted for by the fact that in one or
the other of the uranium and thorium derivatives, an electronic par
ticle has been lost or gained, as the case may be, that is affecting the
atomic weight.
This general idea which I have j ust attempted to elucidate is pre
cisely the case with a so-called 'dead' human body. It is decaying ;
it is as full of life as ever it was - in fact, more full of diffuse life,
because now that the overlordship or the dominating influence has
been withdrawn, every part of it is seeking its freedom as an indi
vidual, and the result is bodily anarchy or death, so called.
Some of our physical scientists say that in past times there were
many more of these radio-active elements on earth than there are
today. They say, or hint perhaps , that all the rest of physical
matter is likewise radio-active or giving out radiations, but in far
less pronounced degree. Now this last thought of the universality
of radio-activity is equally the teaching of Theosophy, and we call it
the working of the life-atoms or, in other words, expressions of indi
vidual lives; but as regards the statement that radio-activity was for
merly more prevalent in physical nature than today, we Theosophists
say exactly the contrary. Please note this: Our teachings tell us that
our planet pursues a cyclic course from ethereal realms in its origin
down into what is for it its own grossest matter-stage; and then, when
this bottom or lowest point has been reached, that it commences the
reascent of the arc of evolution - what we call the 'Luminous Arc'
- finally to regain its former ethereal condition, but on a plane high198
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er than the one which it departed from in the beginning. We, which
is equivalent to saying our planet, have already passed the lowest or
grossest stage of physical matter; our lowest or grossest physical
elements are the first to feel the results of the upward rise towards
etherealization, and therefore are at present in the beginnings of the
process of decay. They are breaking up, therefore, into finer ele
ments, more ethereal ones, giving birth to elements more ethereal than
they themselves are. This process of radio-activity will be far more
widely prevalent in physical Nature in the future than now it
is and will increase in ever-expanding ratio as time flows on into
the future.
So, when we say 'dead men,' following the lines of this thinking,
we are but using words that have no further meaning than what has
j ust been outlined, and we hunt in vain for something corresponding
to the popular idea of 'death.' We hunt in vain for any testimony
anywhere that is positively believable that there are 'dead men.' I
do not know what that phrase means. I know only of 'dead' bodies.
What becomes, you may ask and rightly ask, of the thinking, feeling,
conscious, self-conscious entity which informs you and me, which
works through your body and my body ? Well, you must know that
this is a very deep question, which can hardly be answered in an
afternoon devoted to another side of this subject, because at present
I am only discussing the elements and cannot of course pursue our
teachings as regards their statements concerning post-mortem condi
tions. That may be the subject of a future study together.
Yet there is one thing that we may be sure of, and it is this : as
our body is nothing but life, movement, activity, 'death' we can find
nowhere, for 'death' is not an absolute per se, any more than life is
an absolute per se. Each of them is but a word representing an ab
straction : as life is an abstract way of speaking of the incalculably
numerous manifestations of activity, so death is but a word expres
sing the uncountable manifestations of the forms of diffuse life, or
what is called disintegration. What we say here of the physical
body applies likewise to the entire physical universe and all that
composes it; and indeed our scientists know nothing different as re
gards physical matter generally than they know as regards our phys
ical bodies. When these latter decay, when they reach the conclusion
of their life-period, so-called, and break up into the constituent ele
ments of which they are composed, thereby releasing these hosts of
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'life-atoms,' as we call them, what becomes of these life-atoms?

They

cannot stand absolutely still, frozen or crystallized, as it were, into
absolute inertia; for such things are unknown except in relative de
grees.

Crystals, by the way, are as full of life as is electricity, be

cause they also are but equilibrated electrical charges in the last
analysis.

No, these life-atoms are growing entities, as I have said

before, learning entities, and therefore evolving things.
mits no absolute standing still for anything, anywhere.

Nature per
All things are

full of life, full of energy, full of movement, which is another way of
saying 'themselves,' because, as I have already so often said, they are
both energy and matter, both spirit and substance; and these two are
fundamentally One - phases of the underlying Reality, of which
we see but the

mdyd

or illusory forms; and these illusions the

philosophers of the Vedanta expressed by the Sanskrit compound

ndma-rupa - meaning

'name-form - a

nifying in plain English,

noumenon

and

technical

compound

phenomenon,

or

cause

sig
and

effect.
These life-atoms, therefore, at death - or more accurately, as
the body decays and releases them - are impelled by affinity in
those directions towards which we as incarnate entities have imparted
to them a tendency during life by our overlordship of thought, of
impulse, of feeling.

More than this: they come from .us, are born

from our substance and our energy, are actually the offspring of our
own self - our very children, therefore - destined in future to grow
and to become even as we, who were in past aeons in what is their
present stage or state: learning things, embryo-gods, as I have said
before.

But that overlordship of thought flowing from the dominat

ing entity, which we call Man -what has become of it?
words, what has become of

him?

In other

He obviously is not his body, be

cause he controls it and no dead body ever yet has been known to
write or speak or think or direct things, to have noble impulses or to
exercise its will in the commission of evil.

He has withdrawn from

it, left that body to decay, has cast it off as a garment outworn.

The

life-atoms follow their own paths; for they are of many and various
kinds corresponding to the many and various kinds of human
thoughts, impulses, and feelings, and are derivatives of the various
parts of man's constitution.

What then has become of them?

Some

enter the soil, some enter the vegetation, other with grosser animal
affinities, enter the bodies of beasts, while the life-atoms derived from
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man's intermediate nature or human portion form what is called his
'soul.'
Man, in his intermediate nature, is a composite entity also, and
after death, which is for him the opening of a door into larger spheres
of life, this intermediate nature likewise in its turn decomposes after
a certain lapse of time, and it likewise again - this intermediate na
ture - is composed o f life-atoms on this intermediate plane, as I
have just said. When these in their turn are left behind, as the l\fon
adic ray, which is the true man, is still more indrawn into the Mo
nad - or in other words, is drawn back again into the ultimate Self
of his being - these life-atoms of man's intermediate nature, in other
words, of his soul, are freed from the overlordship of the Monadic
ray and form a host on interior planes of which the various kinds
seek refuge, as it were, in other human beings beginning and having
personalized li fe; just as the l ife-atoms of our body are drawn by
magnetic affinity into the respective refuges or spheres to which they
magnetically belong. I may say in passing that the l\fonad may be
considered also a life-atom o f its own kind, but one belonging in its
splendorous development to realms of the spirit - to the spiritual
world.
Thus, then, we have divided man into three general parts: a
body, an intermediate nature, and the inspiring Monad. Is this all
that there is of him after death? No. There remains at death and in the astral world, which is on the other side of the threshold of
physical life, and which i s the world j ust beyond th e physical : the
etheric world, i f you like - the shadow of the man that was. The
ancients called these human shadows, 'shades'; modern children and
nurse-maids call them 'ghosts' and 'spooks': and each such 'shade'
is but an eidolon, a Greek word meaning an 'image' of the man that
was. This coheres for a while in the ether, which the man comprised
in himself and which is magnetically held more or less coherent as
long as the physical body is not fully dissolved into its component
parts; but these eidola in a comparatively short time fade out; for
they decay likewise.
In the far-distant future, when the time for a man's rebirth into
physical life comes again, he descends from the monadic seclusion
in which he has had a period of ineffable rest and peace and bliss.
He descends again, I say, through those same intermediate planes
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by which he had previously ascended, taking up in each one those
very li fe-atoms which he formerly left there and which are now drawn
to him again by affinity. It is this gradual condensation or materi
alization of interior vehicles or elements which, from the monadic
or spiritual world down to the physical world, forms the seven prin
ciples o f his constitution. Here, on this our physical earthly plane,
man's future body will be composed of the very identic life-atoms
that he had in his last incarnation. You will see the justice of this
as you reflect over it. There is no chance-work about incarnation,
because at every step of this wonderful procedure of Nature, man
meets what he formerly made, and perforce, will he, nill he, must
take them into himself again. So that in his new body, in all things,
he is essentially the same man physically that he was in his last l ife,
being composed of the same life-atoms which he gathers into himself,
as it were, more and more fully as he grows from infancy into youth
and from youth into manhood.
Generally speaking these are not new thoughts, for they are as
old as the ages. They have been taught everywhere, in every race
of men . They are taught again to the modern world of the Occident
by the new doctrinal presentation of Theosophy today, due to the
original labors of Helena Petrovna Blavatsky; and if those unhappy
human hearts now hunting for truth, such as the good people who
wrote their communications to the Daily News and Westminster
Gazette, only knew of these archaic teachings and understood them,
never could such letters, speaking generally, have been written. Peo
ple are suffering, as I have said before, from false religious teachings,
from false scientific teachings, especially and most of all from a bio
logic theory which is now almost dead and which is being abandoned
by increasing numbers of scientists with every year. I mean, o f
course, the D arwinian Theory of Evolution.
We Theosophists are evolutionists through and through; but
most emphatically we are not Darwinians. That teaching, while it
prevailed as the last word of science, killed all inspiration of the hu
man spirit. It taught that man was but a developed beast, that there
was nothing but gross physical matter in the world, that spirit and
spiritual ideals were dreams, that these did not exist in themselves,
that when a man died that was the end of him, as Sir Arthur Keith
- or was it perhaps Julian Huxley? - said in substance in his letter
to the Westminster Gazette:
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The only immortality that modern biologists believe in, is the immortality
of man's descendants which

of course

is no immortality

at

all

to the

individual. and is equi

valent to teaching utter individual extinction or annihilation.
Do you think I am severe?

Do you doubt, perhaps, that the

reflexions to which I haw just given utterance are the truth?

I

have

not said one hundredth part of what the Darwinians themselves have
I want to call your attention, in closing , to a few quotations.

said.

which l shall read to you. in regard to what has been said concerning
the effects of the teachings of Darwin on the human mind. and what
that teaching gives birth to in the l os :; of ideals: that is to say. in the
loss of spirituality.

lb b an e fu l influence has extended over the en

tire educated world and it is only within comparatively recent times
that biologists. through honest study and much dee pe r inwstigation
of �ature than ever bdore was made, have rescued some truth f ro m
the as hes of human hope.

to D a r win ' :-; principle of ' >." atur
al Selection,' l want to read a p<iragraph written by Prof. George
".\IcCready Price in hi:; book. J'll!' Phantom of Organic E�1olutio11,
page

180.

If

we turn

Professor Price io; wry evidently a C h rist i an , but I be

lieve him to be an honest scientific th in k e r.

] do not q uote h im for

his religion, but because what he says in th is paragraph is unques
tionably true:
The mere st tyro in the study of on:::anic e\·oiut ion can

:-ce

that the doctrine

of sur\'i\·a] of the 1ittcst. or ll<ltur;tl :;d('rtion. makes some of the most mora l ly
objectionable characteri;;tic:o: m:rniil'stl'd hy animals and men the ladder by which
all

t rue

progress has been att:iincrl.

In

oth er

worck those qualities among t h e

lower ra c e s of men. or among thr animals. which wr rightly regard as objec
tionab l e and blameworthy, such as selfishness. \·indicth·eness. and a heartless
disregard of the feelings and desires of others. h;n·c been made by Darwin and
his f ollowers the chief factor in tlwir scheme of org:rnic n·olution.
I now turn to John Fiske, a grea t American Darwinian Evolu

tionist, who says:
Those most successful primiti\'e men from whom civilized peoples are de
m u st have
strength of will.

scended

excelled in treachery and cruelty. as in quickness

of wit and

Professor J. Arthur Thomson in his book on II eredity, says the
following:

Tone it down as you will, the fact remains that Darwinism regards animals
as going upstairs, in a struggle for individual ends, often on the corpses o f their
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fellows, often by a blood-and-iron compet i tion, often by a strange mixture of
blood and cunning, in which each looks out for himself and ext inction besets
the hindmost.

Huxley joins the chorus in the following words :
For his successful progress as far as the savage state man has been largely
indebted to those qualities which he shares with the ape and t he tiger.

Immortal gods l Giving teachings like the above to the tender
minds of little children as the truths of Nature! And now we know
that they are lies - not intentional lies, however; call them misin
t erpretations, if you like, of Nature's processes.
Friends, I want to add here in passing that no Theosophist would
deny that ape and tiger and shark and fox and wolf and ox and parrot
and all the rest of the animate hosts of life have qualities which man
possesses also ; but they have them because ultimately, as I have
shown in former lectures on Evolution, they are derived in their prim
ordial origin from man himself. The Darwinian scheme is in many
respects an actual inversion of what took place in the past. So it is
small wonder that man should have characteristics of the beast in
him, such as those of the ape and the tiger. But his moral sense, his
dominating intellect, his aspirations soaring on the wings of the
spirit, show qualities which no beast ever yet has shown.
Furthermore, listen to the following extracts from one who is
considered by many to be a great philosopher. I look upon him as
a madman, in common with hosts of others. I refer to Friedrich Wil
helm Nietzsche, the German philosopher who died in 1900 in an in
sane asylum. He was an evolutionist according to the teachings o f
his time, and his brilliant mind was distorted and warped b y the Dar
winian and Haeckelian teaching o f humanity as arising out of beast
hood. Listen to this unhappy man and, for the moment, forget the
beautiful things he has said. He said them, no doubt, and therein
lies the danger, because all beauty is magnetic. But we must re
member also, that all lunatics have lucid intervals , and the genial
thoughts of many madmen are as attractive as their inverted views,
when insane, are repulsive. K ote in this first quotation how Nietzsche
talks in the words of a prophet - and here also we may discern what
I fear to be the prevailing or dominant characteristic of his mind :
egoism reaching mania :
Here is the new law, 0 my brethren, which I promulgate unto you.
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hard; for creative spirits are hard .

A N C IEKT

AND

You must find

a

f.IODERX
supreme blessedness in

imposing the mark o f your hand, in i nscribing your will, upon thousands and

thousands. as on soft

wax.

This teaching is mono:trous, in flagr an t violation of all the in
stincts of the human heart, which raises men . B ut listen to this
second quotation, in which Nietzsche attains the ultimate reach o f
his egoistic mania:
Such ideas a s mercy, and pity, and charity are pernicious. for they mean

a

transference of power from the strong t o the weak, whose proper business it is
t o serve the strong.
are

Remember that self-sacrifice and brotherliness and love

not real moral instincts at all, hut merely manufact ured compunctions to

keep you from being your t rue seli.

Remember t ha t man is essent ially selfish.

I beg your pardon, friends, for reading such thoughts as these
in this, our Temple of Peace ; but I wanted to prove to you that my
own remarks upon the effects of Darwinian teaching are not extreme
and are based upon fact. I co nclude with this thought: that the
great men of all times, the greatest thinkers, the most spiritually
minded, they who have led vast multitudes of their fellows to inef
fable happiness and peace, have taught that human brotherhood is
a law o f being, fundamental, essential, coherent with the very con
struction of the Cosmos itself; and that the way to peace and happi
ness, and what the Christian calls 'eternal life,' is by allying your
self with those spiritual powers which hold the Universe in one co
herent whole unity, which in human hearts we call Brotherhood.

ESOTERIC SCHOOLS, ANCIENT
AND MODERN
H . A. FUSSELL,

D. LITT.

of ancient Greece and of the Near East have alTHEwaysMysteries
attracted scholars who , desirous of penetrating into their
secrets, have industriously collated all extant references to them.
No one who studies the origins of Christianity can ignore them, not
even the orthodox theologian for whom Christianity is a divinely
revealed religion.
Generally speaking, the statements of early Christian writers
concerning the Mystery-Schools of antiquity - including those o f
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the Gnostics - are so evidently designed to discredit them and their
founders, that it is impossible to take these statements at their face
value. They are the work of men for the most part hostile to all
teaching not their own and , if not misrepresentations and falsifica
tions, are prejudiced, or based upon insufficient information. For
exam ple , Tertull ian ( A. D. 1 60-240 l denounced the Mithraic euchar
istic rites, which were practically identical with the Christian, as the
work of the devil who wished to pe rple x and lead astray the true
believers.
Pagan writers, on the contrary,

as a

rule speak very highly of the

�Iyste r ies , though some admitted that they had degenerated in

their
time. According to Pl a to , initiation in t o them implied "an assimila
tion to divinity as f a r as possible to human beings " ; a n d that "the
design of the mysteries is to lead u s back to the perfection from which,
as

a

Principle, we first made our descent. "

Pindar, a hundred years

initiated into
the mysteries ; they k n ow the origin and the end of life." Sophocles
voices the same idea. Pausanias ( second century A . D. ) , who had
visited and described all the sanctuaries, wished to include the Eleu
sinia, but was pre v e n ted by a dream and contented himsel f with s ay 
ing : " As much as the gods are above men, so the mysteries of Eleusis
are above all others . " Kor can we pass over the testimony o f Pro
clus , the l ast of the great Keo-Platonic p hilosophers . He writes :
earlier, exclaims : " Happy are those who have been

For who would not agree that the mysteries and the initiations lead the
souls upward and away from t his life of matter and mortality and bring them
into contact with the gods, t hat they c:iuse to disappear the disturbance which
has crept in from unreason. by means of int ellectual illumination.
And he utters

a

severe w ar ni n g

agai n st

those

misuse them, " and are borne again into the l i fe

who distort and
of sensation and

unre aso n . "
This idea of the Ascent of t h e Soul U ivooo> >{vx�> ) , or t he Soul Drama, was
a t enet held i n common, with nriations. by the Stoics, Plat onists. Pythagoreans,
the Hermeticists. Gnostics. and the adherents of the 11ystery-Religions. particu
larly by the Mithraists.- S. Ai-;ct:s, PH. o., o. LITT., o . o . , The Religious Quests

of the Graeco-Roman World

Some of the Church Fathers, notably Clement of Alexandria and
Origen were themselves initiates, at least to a certain degree, in the
Ancient Mysteries. Even Paul ( 1 Corinthians, ii, 6 ) says : "We
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speak among the perfect," rf:"A�1ot, the technical term in the Greek
Mysteries for initiates. That is one explanation of the fact that cer
tain of their teachings prevailed for a long time among the early
Christians. For example , Karman and Reincarnation, the belief in
other World-Saviors besides Jesus, and that when this world came
to an end another would appear, not identically the same, as some
of the Stoics taught, but like it, "its product," to quote Origen's own
words.
Unfortunately, the Church finally repudiated these teachings, so
that when, eighteen hundred years later, H. P. Blavatsky taught
them again, they seemed new and strange, and not consonant with
Christianity as it was presented at that time. According to the
tenets of the Mystery-Schools, Teachers appear at times of crisis in
the world's history, and as H. P. Blavatsky confirms, the real mis
sion of Jesus, that which he came expressly into the world to do, was
to restore the ancient teachings which, in the course of ages, had
been distorted or forgotten. And this view, which is supported by
the fact that Jesus taught nothing new, that he simply and eloquent
ly presented old truths in a new light, is rapidly gaining ground today.
Many modern scholars regard the Mystery-Religions as inferior
to Christianity, because they were ( it is alleged) "emotional cults
deficient in moral teaching." This view is not borne out by the cita
tions made above from some of the most profoundly ethical thinkers
of antiquity. I ought to add , however, that there are a few scholars
- very unorthodox of course - who consider the 'speculations' o f
these Schools concerning the nature of the universe and of man a s
more profound and reasonable than the doctrines of Christianity,
as they are received today. The real teachings, we must remember,
were esoteric, known only to initiates, and n o genuine initiate ever
divulged them. The 'profane' were acquainted only with the general
aim of the }fysteries, with the myths in which some of the teach
ings were enshrined, and with certain ceremonies and dramatizations
performed in public, the real significance of which was felt rather
than understood by the spectators.
\Vhat is certain, however , and open to all , is that the truths taught
esoterically were of a very high order and intimately concerned life
and conduct ; that absolute purity not only of body, but of heart
and mind as well, was required o f all aspirants to a knowledge o f
the Mysteries. " Men are not merely members o f one another, but
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of the whole cosmic order." And for the ancients this cosmic unity
implied "an ensouled universe." "\Vise is he," says Synesius, the
friend of Hypatia, "who knows the kinship of the universe ." Or
phism taught that purification was the purpose of " the cycle of
births," and that after a sojourn in Hades, which was merely an in
termediate region , the soul entered upon another and larger incar
nation , and such reincarnation was "only possible in a human body."
I t was only after the severest discipline, continued through a series
of lives on earth, that the soul could find acceptance with the gods
and hear the welcoming words : " Blessed and wise one, thou shalt
be god instead of mortal " ; only then could it stand unashamed be
fore these divine ones, its own kin.
� o higher ideals than those inculcated in the Mystery-Schools
- for 'schools' they were , in which the training was commensurate
with the task set - were ever conceived by the heart of man. Why
these Schools degenerated in the course of time, and why they were
supplanted by Christianity, may be known from a study of Theo
sophy, but known fully only by the esoteric student after initiation.
A hint, however, o f the reason, may be found in the fact that Jes us
the Avatara came at the end of a great cycle and at the beginning o f
another, when the key-note of truth h a d t o be given anew.
B eing of various capacities and qualities, and moreover in closest
spiritual communion with one another, the members of these Schools
increased each other's capacities and powers. And the harmonious
development of mind and heart which resulted , especially the feel
ing of brotherhood and devotion to the Teacher - or Hierophant,
as he was called in the Grrek ::\Iystery-Schools - though accom
plished in secret. exerted a powerful influence for good on the pro
gress oi m ankind. an influence which showed itsel f openly in the
discharge of the duties and offices the members assumed in public
life. The periods in which the Esoteric Schools were held i n honor ,
have been the happiest for mankind, and i n these the arts and sciences
flourished . Conversely, in downward-trending cycles, the members
of these Schools, fewer in number and compelled to the greatest
secrecy, kept alive the true knowledge and tended the small undying
spark of spirituality that remained, and thus proved lo be the seeds
of the future general awakening in the next ascending cycle.
From these few facts we may learn something of the work and
functions of Esoteric Schools past and present, and the important
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part they play in human evolution. They were designed for no selfish
end. All who entered them were pledged to forget self , to work un
ceasingly for others, and so to live as finally to become "impersonal
beneficent forces for good . ' ' ' 'Not for himself, but for the world he
lives," is the best and only general characterization we can give of
all Initiates, and the higher the Initiate the truer it is . Moreover,
the grades o f initiation are not outwardly conferred. The aspirant
can only enter the grade which he becomes. It is he alone, and no
one else, who determines his rank in the Hierarchy to which he be
longs and , generally speaking, his rank in the scale of being. And
the same is true of the knowledge and wisdom he acquires. As an
early Arabian alchernistical writer says : " I f that thou seekest thou
findest not within thee, thou wilt never find it without thee."
The question may be asked : Why should there have been so
many different :Mystery-Schools, if they all taught essentially the
same doctrines ? The answer would surely be : Truth is one, that
is, it admits of no contradictions. Yet its contents are so vast and
so varied - as the Universe known to man proves - that it was
impossible for any one o f the Mystery-Schools, known to history, to
set it forth in its entirety. As H. P. Blavatsky very shrewdly ob
serves : " Beings from other and higher worlds may have it entire,
we can only have it approximately." All that each School could do
was to teach some special aspect o f it. For example, the Mysteries
of Samothrace differed from the Elcusinian in that they treated main
ly of the origin and evolution of worlds and of the early races of man
kind - they were what we moderns would call scientific - whereas
the latter had to do with the development of the human soul, and
more specifically, with the after-death states. Nevertheless, all were,
so to say, sub-schools, or departments, of a great harmonious body
of teaching ; all derived from one source, as will be proved later, and
all taught how man from human might become divine. It was their
moral and spiritual teaching, illustrated in divers ways, peculiar to
each School, which made them one in aim and in purpose.
Where and when did the Esoteric Schools originate ? Our main
source of information is Th e Secret Doc trine. There is much less
need than formerly was the case - some forty or fi fty years ago to bring forward reasons for citing H . P . Blavatsky as an authority.
She never claimed any other authority for her statements than that
they were strictly in accordance with fact. She invariably appealed
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to the reason and intuition of her readers. The wider historical
knowledge of today bears witness to the truth of many of her state
ments for which the historical critics of her time said there was no
historical evidence at all ; and the number is increasing of those who
now concede that she must have had access to historical documents
and to other sources of information unknown to the world even to
day, as is certainly the case concerning the subject of this short
essay, 'Esoteric Schools , Ancient and Modern.' Serious students
no longer 'shelve' the teachings of Theosophy as "vain imaginings,
born of an unbalanced mind, " for they find in the writings of H. P.
Blavatsky ( and o f her Successors ) hints and clues which, if followed
up, unlock the treasuries of the past.
In Isis Unveiled ( I I , 9 1 ) H . P. Blavatsky says that "the Greek
Mysteries are wholly derived from the B rahmanical Vedic rites, and
the latter from the ante-Vedic religious �fysteries - primitive Bud
dhist philosophy." And in notes appended to an article, 'The Theo
sophical Society : its Mission and its Future,' by Emile Burnouf, the
French Orientalist ( Lucifer, August, 1 888 ) , she amplifies this state
ment saying :
There is an esoteric doctrine. a soul-ennobling philosophy, behind the out
ward body of ecclPsiast iral Buddhism. . . . This secret syst em was taught t o
the Arhats initiated into t h e S ec re t Wisdom carried away beyond the Himala
yan range. wherein the Secret Doctrine is taught to this day rnalics mine.
H. A. F. l . Had not the South I n dian invaders of Ceylon, "heaped into piles as
high as the cocoanut t rees" the alias of the Buddhists. and burnt them, as the
Christian conquerors burnt all the sacred records of the Gnostics and Initiates,
Orientalists would have the proof of it , and there would be no need for assert
ing now this well-known fac t .

�Iany Orientalists contend that the B uddha never taught any
thing esoteric, and cite his words in the Maha-Paranibbana-Sutta :
I have preached without put t ing in my teaching an outer and an inner [mean
ing] . When truth is concerned, the method of the Tathagata is not that of
the closed fist.

This is undoubtedly true of his public teaching, for the Buddha
invariably refused to answer questions concerning absolute being.
The utmost that he would say on such occasions was that all things
both are and are not, that is, they have merely relative existence and,
being composite, necessarily have a beginning and an end ( Samyut2 10
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ta-Nikaya ) . He concentrated his teaching on what was within the
grasp of all men.
The Buddha teaches his disciples the truth about suffering and deliverance
from s u fferi n g . - .sala-M ala n k ym·ad,1
The religious life does not depend on the eternity or on the non-eternity of
the world. Whether the world be eternal or not, there will be none the less birth.
old age and deat h . gr i e f . lamen t a t ion. misery and despair. What I t each is how
a man can cause these evi ls to c e :is e in his present li fe.- 1'Vlajjhina-Nikay11
What I know and h:ive not t aught you is much more considerable than what
I have taught you. And why ha\·e I not taught it you ' Because this know
ledge would he o f no advantage lo you ; because i t would not lead you to a holy
life, to disgust with what is perishable. to peace. to transcendent knowledge.
to illumination. to ::'\irvana.- Samyutta-Nikaya

The B u ddha knows all things, but " knowledge is difficult to un
derstand. Were fools to be given it suddenly they would become
confused, and in their greater foll y would rave and go mad. I speak
according to the capacity of each person " ( Saddharma-Pundarika ) .
And he hints that there are truths "wh ich I preach only to the higher
men" (Mahllyana-A bhidharma ) . These truths, says H. P. Blava
tsky, were
taught to the Arhat s alone. generally in the Saptaparna cave, near Mount Bai
bh:ir (in Pal i , Trebltara ) in Rajagriha. by the Lord Buddha himself.
- Luci/er, II, 4 2 i

But we must go further back still for the origin of the Esoteric
Schools, to the Third and Fourth Races of mankind, whose very ex
istence anthropology and archaeology are only beginning dimly to
surmise, but which still live in myth and tradition.
No sooner had the mental eye o f man been opened to understanding. than
the Third Race felt itself one with t he ever present yet the ever to be unknown
and invisible ALL, the One Universal Deity. Endowed with divine powers, and
feeling in himself his inner God, each felt he was a Man-God in his nature, though
an animal in his physical Self. The struggle between the two began from the
very first day they tasted of the fruit of the Tree of Wisdom, a struggle for life
between the spiritual and the psychic, the psychic and the physical. Those
who conquered the lower principles by obtaining mastery over the body, joined
the ' Sons of Light.' Those who fell victims to their lower natures became the
slaves of Matter. From ' Sons of Light and Wisdom,' they ended by becoming
the 'Sons of Darkness.'- Tlte Secret Doctrine, II, 2 7 2
The mysteries of Heaven and Earth, revealed t o the Third Race b y their
celestial teachers in the days of their purity, became a great focus of light, the
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rays from which became necessaril y weakened as they were diffused and shed
upon an uncongenial, hecause t oo material soil. With the masses they degene
rated into Sorcery . . . . Alone a handiul of primitive men - in whom the spark
of divine Wisdom hurnt hright . and only slrengt hened in its int ensity as it got
dimmer and dimmer w i t h ewry :1ge in t h ose who turned it t o bad purposes remained the elect custodians of the My s teries revealed to mankind by their
divine Teachers.- Ibid., II, 2 8 1

W e have here clearly set forth the origin of the Mystery-teach
ings of antiquity, the causes of their degeneration and of their period
ic renewal. Civilization, as we know it, develops the material and
the intellectual at the expense of the psychical and the spiritual , and
today the majority of men and women in the Occident believe that
psychic powers border on the supernatural. In our present stage o f
evolution the efforts of those who strive to develop them - mostly
for selfish purposes - lead to evil. Hence the warning of all our
Leaders against 'psychism' as it is usually understood, and the ex
hortation first to conquer the lower nature and let the psychic facul
ties, which all possess in germ, develop naturally, as they will in pro
portion to progress in self-mastery.
H. P. Blavatsky tells us further that the " Root-Base," as she
calls it, of all true esoteric teaching is
"the enr-living-human-Banya n . "

.

.

This "\Vondrous Being " descended from

a " high region." they say. in t he early part of the Third Age, before the separa
tion of the sexes of the Third Race . . . after him a group of semi-divine and
semi-human beings .

.

. . "Set apart" in Archaic genesis for certain purposes. they

are thosr in whom are said to ha ve incarna t ed the highest Dhyanis, "Munis and
Rishis from prev iou s Manvantaras"

-

to form the nursery for future human

adepts, on this earth and during the present cycle. . . . [This Wondrous Being]
i s t!ze "Initiator, ' ' . . . called the "GREAT SACRIFICE.

.

.

.

It is under the direct,

silent guidance o f this l\fAH,\ - (great ) - GuRL: , that a ll the other less divine
Teachers and instructors of mankind became, from the first awakening of hu
man consciousness, the guides o f ea rl y Humanity.- Ibid., I, 207-8

Elsewhere H. P. Blavatsky says that " the Lemurians, as also the
early Atlanteans, were divided into two distinct classes - the ' Sons
of Kight' or Darkness, and the 'Sons of the Sun' or Light_" In re
gard to this period she quotes an ancient Commentary : "�Iany ac
quired DIVINE, more - UNLAWFUL knowledge, and followed will
ingly the LEFT PATH."
It was then that the divine Instructors of early mankind definite
ly formed Esoteric Schools to keep alive the knowledge they had
2 12

ESOTERIC SCHOOLS, ANCIENT AND MODER�

brought to men, schools for the development and training of adepts
of the Right Hand Path , so that in future ages - still far distant
- "the world will have a race of B uddhas and Christs."
"Whatever is on earth is tl1e resemblance and the SHADOW of something that

. . . and yet that very light is the shadow of something more
resplendent than itself."- The Desatir

is in the sphere

In the Gnostic Pistis Sophia the soul, self-redeemed, ascends from
Aeon to Aeon, each of infinitely greater splendor than the last, until
it reaches the Aeon to which it belongs. Looking back upon the
splendors it has traversed, dazzling bright as they seemed when at
tained, they are but darkness compared with the splendor next above.
And H. P. Blavatsky says in The Key to Theosophy, p. 83 :
From strength to strength. from the beauty and perfection of one plane t o
t he greater beauty and perfection of another, with accessions of new glory, o f
fresh knowledge and power, in each cycle - such i s the destiny of every Ego,
which thus becomes its own savior in each world and incarnation.

"The upward progress of the soul is a series of progressive awak�
enings," the attainment of ever higher an d more all-embracing levels
of consciousness ; and the key to each higher grade of being is initia
t ion. It is the sign that " the Eternal Pilgrim," the spirit-soul, is
ready for the next step on the unending pathway which leads to per
fection.
And now a fe w words on the relation between Teacher and pupil.
Speaking o f the ancient Temple-Schools , Katherine Tingley says :
There was no domination of mind by mind : t he teacher never sought that,
was careful that it should not occur. It would nol be thus that the pupil could
ripen his possibilities. . . . The pupil remained himself. wove his own pattern
for himself. a chieved an ever completer freedom. . . . The teacher's creden
t i:J.ls were only the intuition of t he pupi l , he offered no other. If the pupil once
recognised in the t eacher a soul far in advance of his own, the relation became
est ablished and sacred.

Like his predecessors, Dr. G. de Purucker follows the ancient
rule, namely, that the Teacher is bound to give knowledge in exactly
the same way in which he himself has received it. In Questions We
A ll A s k ( Series I, p. 42 1 ) he says :
All the Mystery-Schools of the past, all the methods of initiation . . . were
founded with one object in view, to bring forth from within the spiritual powers
of those who were prepared, the faculties divine of the god within. But let me
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add a word here : these initiations are not alone of the past. I tell you i n all
solemnity of holy truth that they continue today, for those who are found worthy
and ready and prepared. Knock and i t will be opened unto you.
In the same Series ( p p . 2 1 8 -9 ) , Dr. G . de Purucker , answering

the question, "Is the E. S. Society the same as The Theosophical
Society ? " says :

It is not. It has no official connexion . .
The E. S. is a voluntary asso
ciation of Theosophists who have united to study the deeper mysteries of the
Theosophical philosophy, which i s the same as saying the Mysteries of Nature,
and who have undertaken to try t o live a life sincerely in accordance with the
high ethics taught in the E . S. The inner head of the E. S. is a Teacher, one
of the Masters of Wisdom whom I ha Ye spoken about ; and the present outer
head or representative of this Tea cher is the present Leader of Thl' Theoso
phical Society.
.

And further on

he

.

says :

His leadership and standing in t he Society are based upon love, confidence,
truth, •md all the other high and noble qualities which attach men to other men
and bind them firmly together in the bonds of everlasting friendship.

LIFE AND DEATH
A

CONVERSATION BETWEEN A GREAT EASTERN TEACHER,

H. P.

B . , COLONEL OLCOTT, AND AN I NDIAN

Reported by H . P . Blavatsky
( Reprinted from Lucifer, XI. p. 97. September, 1 8 92 )
"MASTER," said Karayan t o Thakur, in the midst of a very hot
dispute with the poor B ab u , "what is i t he is saying, and

can one l isten to him without being disgusted ?

He says that nothing

remains o f the man after h e is dead , but that the body of the man

simply resolves itsel f into i ts component elements, an d that what

we call the soul , and he calls the temporary consciousness, separates
itself, disappearing like the steam o f hot water as it cool s . "

" D o you fi n d this so very astonishing ? " said t h e Master.

"The

Babu is a Charvaka and he tells you only that which every other

Charvaka would have told you. "

" B ut the Charvakas* are mistaken.

There are many people who

*A sect of Bengali Materialists.
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believe that the real man is not his physical covering, but dwells in

the mind, in the seat of consciousness.

Do you mean to say that in

any case the consciousness may leave the soul after death ? "
" In

his case i t may, " answered Thakur quietly ; "because h e

firmly believes in what h e says . "

Narayan cast a n astonished and even frightened look a t Thakur,

and the B abu - who always felt some restraint in the presence of

the latter - looked at us with a victorious smile.
" B ut how is this ? " went on Narayan.

"The Vedanta teaches

us that the spirit of the spirit is immortal, and that the human soul

does not die in Parabrahman.

Are there any exceptions ? "

"In the fundamental laws o f the spiritual world there can b e no

exceptions ; but there are laws for the blind and laws for those who
see."

"I understand this, but in this case, as

I have told him already,

his full and final disappearance o f consciousness is nothing but the

aberration o f a blind man, who, not seeing the sun, denies its existence,

but all the same he will see the sun with his spiritual sight a fter he

is dead. "

" He will not see anything ," said the Master.

" D enying the ex

istence of the sun now, he could not see it on the other side of the

grave . "

Seeing that Narayan looked rather upset, and that even w e , the

Colonel and myself , stared at him in the expectation of a more definite
answer, Thakur went on reluctantly :
A

" You speak about the spirit of the spirit, that is to say about the

tma, confusing this spirit with the soul of the mortal, with Manas.

No doubt the spirit is immortal, because being without beginning

it is without end ; but it is not the spirit that is concerned in the present

conversation.

It is the human, sel f-conscious soul.

You confuse it

with the former, and the B abu denies the one and the other, soul and
spirit, and so you do not understand each other."
" I understand him," said Narayan .

" B ut you do not understand m e , " interrupted the Master.

will try t o speak more clearly.

"I

What you want to know i s this.

Whether the full loss of consciousness and self-feeling is possible
after death, even in the case o f a confirmed Materialist.

Is that it ? "

Narayan answered : "Yes, because h e fully denies everything that

i s an undoubted truth for us, that in which we firmly believe."
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"To this

I will answer positively

as follows, which , mind you, does not prevent me from believing as

firmly as you do in our teaching, which designates the period be
tween two lives as only temporary.

lion this

\Vhether it is one year or a mil

entr'acte lasts between the two acts of the illusion of life,

the posthumous state may be perfectly similar to the state o f a man in
a very deep fainting-fit, without any breaking of the fundamental
rules .

Therefore the B ab u in his personal case is perfectly righ t . "

" But h o w i s this ? " said Colonel Olcott ; "since the rule of immor

tality does not admit of any exceptions, as you said."

" O f course it does not admit of any exceptions , but only in the

case of things that really exist.

One who like yourself has studied

Mandukya Upanishad and Vedanta-Sara ought not to ask such ques
tions , " said the Master with a reproachful smile .
" But it is precisely

Mandukya Upanishad," timidly observed N"a

rayan , " which teaches us that between the Buddhi and the M anas,

as between the I svara and Prajiia, there is no more difference in
reality than between a forest and its trees, between a lake and its

waters . "

" Perfectly right," said the :Master, "because o n e or even a hun

dred trees which have lost their vital sap, or are even uprooted, cannot

prevent the forest from remaining a fores t . "

"Yes , " s a i d Narayan , " b u t in t his comparison, B uddhi is the

forest, and M anas Taijasi the trees, and if the former be immortal ,

then how is it possible for the Manas Taijas i , which is the same as
B uddhi, to lose its consciousness before a new incarnation ?

is where my difficulty lies . "

That

" You have n o business t o have any difficulties," said the .Yiaster,

" i f you take the trouble not to con fuse the abstract idea of the whole
with its casual change of form .

Remember that if in talking about

B uddhi we may say that it is unconditionally immortal , we cannot

say the same either about Manas or about Taij asi .

:\!"either the

former nor the latter have any existence separated from the Divine

Soul, because the one is an attribute of the terrestrial personality, and

the second is identically the same as the first, only with the additional
reflection in i t of the B uddhi.

I n its turn, B uddhi would be an im

personal spirit without this element, which i t borrows from the human
soul, and which conditions it and makes out of it something which has
the appearance of being separate from the Universal Soul, during all
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the cycle of the man's incarnations.

If you say therefore that B ud

dhi-::Vlanas cannot die, and cannot lose consciousness either in eter

nity or during the temporary p erio d s of suspension , you would be

per fectly right ; but to apply this axiom to the qualities of Buddhi

Manas is the same as if you were arguing that as the soul of Colonel

Olcott is immortal the red on his cheeks is also immortal.

And so

it is evident you have mixed up the reality, Sat, with its mani festa

tion.

You have forgotten that united to the :Manas only, the lumin

osity o f Taijasi becomes a question of time, as the immortality and
the posthumous consciousness o f the terrestrial personality of the man

become conditional qualities, depending on the conditions and be
liefs created by itsel f during its lifetime.

Karma acts unceasingly,

and we reap in the next world the fruit of that which we ourselves

have sown in this life. "

" B ut if my Ego may find itself after the destruction of my body

in a state of complete unconsciousnes s , then where is the punishment

for the sins committed by me in my l ifetime ? " asked the Colonel ,

pensively stroking his beard.

" Ou r Philosophy teaches us," answered Thakur, " that the pun

ishment reaches the Ego only in its next incarnation, and that im

mediately after our death we meet only the rewards for the sufferings
o f the terrestrial life, sufferings that were not deserved by us.
as you m ay see, the whole of the punishment

So,

consists in the absence
of reward, in the complete loss of the consciousness of happiness and
rest. Karma is the child of the terrestrial Ego, the fruit of the acts
of his visible personality, even of the thoughts and intentions o f the
spiritual I .

B u t at the same time it is a tender mother, who heals the

wounds given in the preceding life before striking this Ego and giv
ing him new ones.

In the l i f e of a mortal there is no mishap or sorrow

which i s not a fruit and direct consequence of a sin committed in his

preceding incarnation ; but not having preserved the slightest recol
lection of it in his present l i fe , and not feeling himself guilty, and

therefore suffering unjustly, the man deserves consolation and full
rest on the other side of the grave.

always a redeemer and a friend.

For our spiritual Ego, Death is

It is either the peaceful sl eep o f

a baby , or a sleep full o f bliss ful c l reams and reveries."

"As far as I remember , the periodical incarnations o f Sutratma*

*In the Vedanta, Buddhi. in it s combinations with the moral qualities,
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are compared in the Upanishads to the terrestrial life which is spent,

term by term, in sleeping and waking.

to renew the first question of N a rayan .

I s that so ? " I asked , wishing

" Yes , it is so ; that is a very good c ompa ris o n . "
"I do not doubt it is goo d , "

I said, "but

I hardly understand it.

After the awakening, the man merely begins a new day, but his soul,

as well as his body, are the same as they were yesterday ; whereas

in every new incarnation not only his exterior, sex, and even person

ality, b ut , as it seems to me, all his moral qualities, are changed com

pletely.

And then , again, how can this comparison be called true

when people, after their waking , r e member v er y well not on ly what
they were doing ye�terday.

but many d ays , months, and even years

ago, whereas, in their pre,;ent incarnatio n s , they do not pre,;erve the
slightest recollection about any past l ife. whatever it was?

Of course

a man, after he is awakened . may forget what he has seen i n his

d r eams , but still he kno w s that he was sleeping and that d u rin g his

sleep h e lived .

we l i ved.

But abo u t our previous l i fe we cannot say even that

What do you say to this ? "

" There a r c some people who d o remember some th ings , " en ig

matically answered Thaku r, without giving a straight answer to my

qu esti o n .

"I have some suspicions on this point ,"

I

answered, laughingly,

" but it cannot be said about ordinary mortals.

Then how are w e ,

w h o have n o t reached as y e t the Samma Sambudd h a , * t o u n d e rsta n d

t h is c o m par is o n? "

" You can understand it when you b ette r understand the charac

teristics of th e three kinds of wh at we call sleep."

' ' This is not an easy task you propose to u s , " said the C o l on el ,

laughingly.

' ' The greatest of our physiologists got so entangled in

this q u est i on that it became only more confused."

"It is because they have undertak e n what they had no business

sciuusness, and t he notions o f t he persona l i t ie s in which i t was incarnated, is
called Sutr5.tma. which literally means t he ' t hread sou l , ' because a whole long
row of human lives is s t rung on t h i s thread like t he pearls of a necklace.

The

:.\Janas must become Taijasi i n order t o reach :me! lo see i t self in et ernity, when
united to S u t ra t m a .

But o f t e n , o w i n g t u s i n a n d a ssociations wit h t h e purely

t errestrial reason, t h i s very luminosity disappears comple t ely.
*The know ledge o f one's past i ncarnations.

Only Yogis and Adep t s of t h e

Occult Sciences possess t h i s knowledge, b y the aid of the m o s t ascetic life.
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to undertake, the answering of this question being the duty of the

psychologist, of whom there are hardly any among your European

scientists .

A Western psychologist is only another name for a physi

ologist, with the difference that they work on principles still more

material. T have recen tl y read a hook by l\Ia udsl ey which showed m e

clearly that they t r y t o cure mental diseases without believing in the
existence o f the soul. "

" All this i s very interesting ," I said, " b u t i t leads u s away from

the original object o f our question , which you seem reluctant to clear
for us, Thakur Sahib.

It looks as i f you were confirming and even

encouraging the theories of the B abu.

Remember that he says h e

disbelieves the posthumous l i f e , the l i fe after death , and denies the

possibility of any kind of consciousness e x a ctly on the grounds of
o ur not remembering anything o f our past terrestrial l i f e . "

" I repeat again that the B a b u i s a Charvaka, w h o only repeats

what he was taught .

It is not the system of the 3Iaterialists that I

confirm and encourage, but the truth o f the B abu 's opinions in what
concerns his personal stale after death . "

"Then do you mean t o say that such people a s the B abu are t o

b e excepted from the general rul e ? "
"Not a t all .

Sleep i s a general and unchangeable l aw for man as

well as for every other terrestrial creatur e , but there are various

sleeps and still m ore various d reams . "

" But it i s n o t only t h e l i fe a fter death a n d i t s dreams that he

denies.

H e denies the immortal l i fe altogether, as well as the immor

tality of his own spirit."

"In the first instance he acts according to the canons of modern

European Science, founded on the experience of our five senses.

In

this he is guilty only in respect to those people who do not hold his

opinion s .

I n the second instance again h e is perfectly right.

Without

the previous interior consciousness and the belief in the immortality
of the sou l , the soul cannot become B uddhi Taijasi .

It will remain

M anas . * But for the Manas alone there is no immortality . .

.

In order

*Without the full assimilation wi t h the Divine Soul. the terrestrial souL or
Manas, cannot live in eternity a conscious life. It will hecome Buddhi-Taijasi,
or B uddhi--:Vfanas, only in case its general tendencies during its lifetime lead it
towards lhe spiritual world. Then. full of lhe essence and penetrated by the
light o f its Divine Soul. the Manas will disappear in Buddhi , will assimilate it
self with Buddhi, still preserving a spiritual consciousness of its terrestrial per-
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to live a conscious life in the world on the other side of the grave, the
man must have acquired belief in that world, in this terrestrial life.
These are the two aphorisms of the Occult Science, on which is con
structed all our Philosophy in respect to the posthumous conscious
ness and immortality of the Soul. Sutratma gets only what it de
serves. A fter the destruction of the body there begins for the Sutrat
ma either a period of full awakening, or a chaotic sleep, or a sleep
without reveries or dreams. Following your physiologists who found
the causality of dreams in the unconscious preparation for them in
the waking state, why should not we acknowledge the same with
respect to the posthumous dreams ? I repeat what Vedanta-Sara
teaches us : Death is sleep. A fter death, there begins before our
spiritual eyes a representation of a program that was learned by heart
by us in our lifetime, and was sometimes invented by us, the practical
realization of our true beliefs, or of illusions created by ourselves.
These are the posthumous fruit of the tree of life. Of course the be
lief or disbelief in the fact of conscious immortality cannot influence
the unconditioned actuality of the fact itself once it exists. But the
belief or disbelief of separate personalities cannot but condition the
influence of this fact in its effect on such personalities. Now I hope
you understand. "
" I begin to understand . The j\faterialists, disbelieving everything
that cannot be controlled by their five senses and their so-called
scientific reason, and denying every spiritual phenomenon, point to
the terrestrial as the only conscious existence. Accordingly they will
get only what they have deserved. They will lose their personal I ;
they will sleep the unconscious sleep until a new awakening. Have
I understood rightl y ? "
"Nearly. You may add to that that the Vedantins, acknowledg
ing two kinds of conscious existence, the terrestrial and the spiritual ,
point only to the l atter as an undoubted actuality. As to the ter
restrial life, owing to its changeability and shortness, it is nothing
but an illusion of our senses. Our !if e in the spiritual spheres must
sonality ; otherwise l\fanas, t ha t i :.: lo say. the human mind. founded on the five

physi cal senses, our terrestrial o r our per s o n a l soul, will be p l unged into

a

deep

sleep without awakening, without dre:ims. without consciousness. till a new
reincarnation.

f In this art icle Sutr:ltma is used for t he principle later called the

Higher l\fanas, and Manas for t h a t bter called the Lower lVfanas, or Kama
Manas.- St:B-EDITOR S ]
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be thought an actuality because it is there that lives our endless,
never-changing immortal I , the Sutratma.

Whereas in every new

incarnation it clothes itself in a perfectly different personality, a tem
porary and short-lived one. in which everything except its spiritual

prototype is doomed to traceless destruction . "
" B ut excuse me , Thakur.

Is it possible that m y personality, my

terrest rial conscious I , is to perish tracelessly ? "

"According to our teachings , not only is i t to perish, but i t must

perish in all its fulness, except this principle in it which, united to

B uddh i , has become purely spiritual and now forms an inseparable

whole.

B u t in the case of a hardened M aterialist it may happen that

neither consciously nor unconsciously has anything of its personal
I ever penetrated into B uddhi.

The latter will not take away into

eternity any atom of such a terrestrial personality .

Your spirit

ual I is immortal, but from your personality it will carry away only
that which has deserved immortality, that is to say, only the aroma

o f the flowers mowed down by death. "

" B ut the flower itself, the terrestrial I ? "

"The flower itself , as all the past and future flowers which have

blossomed and will blossom after them on the same material branch

- Sutratma, children of the same root, B uddhi - will become dust.

Your real I is not, as you ought to know yoursel f , your body that now
sits before me, nor your Manas-Sutratma, but your Sutratma-B ud
dhi . "

" B ut this does not explain t o m e w h y you call o u r posthumous

life, immortal , endless, and real , and the terrestrial one a mere shadow.

As far as I understand , according to your teaching, even our posthu
mous life has its limits, and being longer than the terrestrial life, still

has its end."

"Most decidedly. The spiritual Ego of the man moves in eter
f
nity like a pendulum between the hours o life and death, but if these
hou r s , the periods of life terrestrial and life posthumous , are limited
in their continuation, and even the very number o f such breaks in

eternity between sleep and waking, between illusion and reality, have
their beginning as well as their end, the spiritual Pilgrim himself is

eternal.

Therefore the hours of his posthumous life, when unveiled

he stands face to face with truth, and the short-lived mirages of his
terrestrial existences are far from him, compose o r m ak e up, in our

ideas , the only reality.

Such breaks , in spite o f the fact that they
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are finite, do double service to the Sutratma, which, perfecting itself

constantly, follows without vacillation, though very slowly, the road
leading to its last transformation, when, reaching its aim at l ast, it

becomes a D ivine B eing.

They not only contribute to the reaching of

this goal , but without these finite breaks Sutratma-Buddhi could

never reach it.

SO.tratma is the actor, and its numerous and different

incarnations are the actor's parts.

I suppose you would not apply to

these parts, and so much the less to their costumes, the term of per
sonality.

Like an actor the soul is bound to play, during the cycle

of births up to the very threshold of Paranirvana, many such parts ,

which often are disagreeable to it ; but like a bee, collecting its honey
from every flower, and leaving the rest to feed the worms o f the earth ,

our spiritual individuality, the Sutratma, collecting only the nectar

of moral qualities and consciousness from every terrestrial person

al ity i n which it has to clothe itself, forced by Karma, unites at last

all th�e qualities in one, having then become a perfect being, a
Dhyan-Chohan.

So much the worse for such terrestrial personal i 

t i e s , from whom it could not gather anything.

O f course such per

sonalities cannot outlive consciously their terrestrial existence ."

" Then the immortal ity of the terrestrial personality still remains

an open question, and even the very immortality is not uncondi
tioned ? "

"Oh no, you misunderstand m e , ' " said the M aster.

"\Vhat

I mean

is that i m mortali t y does not cover the non-existing ; for everything

that exists in Sat , or has its origin in Sat, immortality as well as in
fmity. is unconditioned .

l\1 l'i l aprakriti is the reverse of Parabrahman,

but they are both one anrl the same.

The very essence of all this,

that is to say, s pirit force. a nd m atter , h a v e neither end nor beginning,
.

but the shape acquired by this triple unity during its incarnations ;

their exterior, so to speak , is nothing b u t a mere illusion of personal
conceptions.

This is why we call the posthumous life the only real

ity , and the terrestrial one, including the personality itself, only

imaginary . "

' ' \Vhy i n this case shou l rl w r c a l l t he reality sleep, a n d the phan

tasm waking ? ' '

' 'This compa rison was made b y m e t o facilitate your compre

hension .

From the s tandpoint of your terrestrial notions it is per

fectly accurate . "
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"You say that the posthumous l i fe is founded on a basis of per

fect j ustice, on the merited recompense for all the terrestrial sorrows.

You say that Sutratma is sure to seize the smallest opportunity o f
using the spiritual qualities in each of i t s incarnations.

Then how can

you admit that the spiritual personality of our B abu, the personality
of this boy, who is so ideally honest and noble, so perfectly kind, in

spite o f all his disbeliefs, will not reach immortality, and will perish
like the dust of a dried flower ? "

"\Vho, except yoursel f," answered the Master, "ever doomed him

to such a fate ?

I have known the B abu from the time he was a small

boy, and I am perfectly sure that the harvest of the Sutratma in his
case will be very abundant.

Though his Atheism and Materialism

are far from being feigned, still he
fulness of his individuality."

cannot die for ever in the whole

" B ut, Thakur Sahib, did not you yourself confirm the rectitude

of his notions as to his personal state on the other side of the grave,

and do not these notions consist in his firm belief that after his death

every trace of consciousness will disappear ? "

" I confirmed them, and I confirm them again. When traveling i n

a railway train you may fall asleep and sleep all the time, while the

train stops at many stations ; but surely there will be a station where

you will awake, and the aim of your journey will be reached in full
consciousness.

You say you are dissatisfied with my comparison o f

death t o sleep, but remember, the most ordinary o f mortals

k nows

three different kinds of sleep - dreamless sleep, a sleep with vague

chaotic dreams, and at last a sleep with dreams so very vivid and clear

that for the time being they have become a perfect reality for the
sleeper.

\\'hy should not you admit that exactly the analogous case

happens to the soul freed from its body ?

After their parting there

begins for the soul , according to its deserts, and chiefly to its faith,

either a perfectly conscious life, a l i fe o f semi-consciousness, or a
dreamless sleep which is equal to the state of non-being.

This is

the realization of the program of which I spoke, a program previous

ly invented and prepared by t he l\Iaterialist .
ialists and Materialists.

But there are Mater

A bad man , or simply a great egotist, who

adds to his full disbelief a per fect indifference to his fellow beings ,
must unquestionably leave his personality for ever at the threshold

of death.

He has no means of linking himself to the Sutratma, and

the connection between them is broken for ever with his last sigh ;
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but such materialists as our B abu will sleep only one station .

There

will be a time when he will recognise himself i n eternity, and will be
sorry he has lost a single day o f the l i fe eternal .

I see your objections

- I see you are going to say that hundreds and thousands of human

lives , lived through by the Sutratma, correspond i n our Vedantin
notions to a perfect disappearance of every personality.
answer.

This is my

Take a comparison of eternity with a single l i fe o f a man,

which is composed o f so many days , weeks , month s , and years .

If

a man has preserved a good memory i n his old age h e may easily re

call every important day or year o f his past l i fe , but even i n case he

has forgotten some of them, is not his personality one and the same
through all his l i fe ?

For the Ego every separate l i fe is what every

separate day is in the l i fe of a man . "

"Then , would i t not b e better to say that death is nothing but a

birth for a new life, or, still better, a going back to eternity ? "

"This is how i t really is, and I have nothing to say against such a

way of putting it.

Only with our accepted views of material life

the words 'live' and 'exist' are not applicable to the purely subjec

tive condition a fter death ; and were they employed in o ur Philosophy

without a rigid definition of their meanings , the Vedantins would soon

arrive at the ideas which are common in our times among the Ameri

can Spiritualists , who preach about spirits marrying among them

selves and with mortals .

As amongst the tru e , not nominal Chris

tians. so amongst the Vedantins - the life on the other side of the

grave is the land where there are no tears, no sighs , where there is

neither marrying nor giving in marriage, and where the just realize
their full perfection. "

WHO

T
·

AM

I?

H . T . EDGE, M . A . , D. LITT.
HIS is a question which none can escape ; it must often suggest
itself even to the most thoughtless.

It cannot be indefinitely

evaded ; for man cannot indefinitely remain in an irresponsible state ,

ref using to face facts , or trying to live superficially and in the mo
ment.

Yet why should i t b e evaded ?

1\fan has the power to answer

any question which he has the power to propound.

Those who re

ject religion and authority, from a motive of self-reliance, should
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surely have self-reliance enough to tackle this question.

We can

not consistently stand on a pinnacle o f pride and self-sufficiency in

order to proclaim therefrom our own incompetency and inability to
know.

It is within our own intelligence, therefore, that an answer must

be sough t ; man 's own judgment is always the final court of appeal.

Yet that man would be foolish who should attempt to start on the

career o f knowledge all by himself, without availing himself of the

help which may be afforded him by the efforts of predecessors .

I t is n o t dogmas or t h e say-so o f anybody that we here offer,

but suggestions for due consideration.

It was from the teachings of

others, tested b y our own judgment, that we received the hints which
we now try to pass on.

You are a conscious intelligent being.

with.

Here is a fact to start

Or, i f you do not regard this as a fact, i f you doubt or deny

your own existence, then turn the leaf, for we can have no more to

tell you.

The next fact is that you are not the only intelligent being

in the Universe.

Or, if this is not a fact, then the Universe is a pro

duct o f your imagination , and I do not exist outside of your imagina
tion ; a point on which we should at once take issue .

The world then

contains a multitude of intelligent beings like yourself.

Next, it

contains beings also regarded as alive and conscious, possessed of a

different kind and degree of intelligence, not showing signs of being
self-conscious ( o r not as we are ) .
we come to the plants.

These are the animals.

They are alive ; they know enough to select

their food and build their tissues and care for their wel fare.
plants conscious ?

If

Then

Are the

not. how are we to explain their behavio r ?

must invent some other theory.

We

\\'hen we get down to what has been

called the mineral or inorganic kingdom , the same question arises
in

even greater degree.

The so-called inorganic kingdom exhibits

organization, system , adaptation, growth, change,

mena of conscious min d .

and other pheno

B ut for some reason we have chosen to

regard this kingdom as being dead and inert.

Therefore we have

been driven to try to explain its behavior in some other way ; and
science has invented a whole pantheon of mysterious god s , such as
force, affinity , attraction, chance . etc . , to explain

' inorganic' world.

the properties of the

In short . a dualist ic system has been imagined,

in which there is a vast universe of dead inert matter, acted on ( a )

b y mysterious forces, ( b ) b y a lonely isolated deity.
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deity, who has existed from eternity, built a universe, either out o f

nothing or o u t o f an equally eternal matter.

The physics o f last

century gave u s a universe o f two eternal things, matter and energy,
both eternal, indestructible, uncreate.

In place of all this metaphysics, religious or scientific, consider

the idea that there is nothing dead in the whole universe : that the

universe is composed exclusively o f living conscious intelligent be
ings.

Get this into your mind, and difficulties begin thenceforth to

drop off.

The consciousness of these many beings is not all of the same

kind o r degree.

As man differs from the animals, and the animals

from the plants, so there are other orders of life, other kinds o f mind.

What we call 'character' in man, and 'instinct' in animals, we have
chosen to call 'properties' in the mineral kingdom.
tion is artificial.

gence.

B ut the distinc

All such qualities are manifestations of intelli

When the intelligence is small, it may suffice for little more

than a continued repetition of the same acts.

This we see in men,

where we call i t habit ; still more i n the animals, and there we call i t
instinct.

When we come to the 'inorganic' world, we s e e so much

invariability that we speak o f the properties o f matter as ' laws o f

nature . '

B ut i n truth they are merely habits.

Science i tself now be

gins to doubt whether these habits are invariable. Science has traced
the chain of cause and effect down to a point where it finds particles

moving without any detectible cause, in obedience to no known law ;

and is in doubt whether to attribute to these particles purpose or to

fall back on the lame explanation that they are actuated by

Mr.

Chance.

The answer to the question, Who am I ? begins to shape itsel f :

you are one conscious be i n g in a vast society o f conscious beings,
of which the greatest and most inclusive is the universe itsel f.

Fur

ther, you are a self-conscious b e i ng endowed with the power of i n 
,

trospection and o f being aware o f your own mental activities.

You

have the power to consider a course of action and to act upon it or
refuse to do so.

You stand on a higher level than do those orders

of l i fe which have n o t t hese powers.

beings of the same rank as yoursel f .

Around you are many other

Y o u are endowed with a mys

terious sense of separat e persona l i ty ; y o u must infer that other men
have also this sense.
rateness.

But your reason abhors the idea of this sepa

Often, even in childhood, has your brain reeled and your
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heart sickened over this problem o f the difference between You and
Me.

You may since have learned to crowd it out of your mind, but

the specter is still there.

This means that the present state o f exist

ence, wherein this sense o f separateness and isolation from others
exists , is not the real and final state for you.

You have roots in some

higher stratum, and o f those roots you are even now dimly conscious.

You have an intellect, but you cannot seem to stretch it to fit your

intuitions.

This brings us to another valuable hint.

Whenever you find yourself brought to the point where most

people give up in despair and say that this is beyond the l imits of

possible knowledge - then you stand at the very place where, if
you have the courage, knowledge begins.
where so many people stop.

Yet this is the very point

They either take the agnostic position

and regard knowledge as unattainable, or leave everything to Provi
dence ; in either case denying their own power.

B ut, though you

may l ive through incarnation a fter incarnation in such a state of

mind, you will at last be driven back upon your own resources and
compelled by necessity to face the problem by the strength o f your

own resources.

When you die, you will shed your body and also some other be

longings ; but will continue to exist - not as your present personali
ty , for the conditions of its existence are now broken up - but as a

comparatively disencumbered spiritual entity.
before you were born into this present l i f e .

B ut you also existed

There is no sense in the

theory that your existence is limited , at either end, by the confines

of this earth-life of seventy years.

Such a theory mocks the reason

and is not to be reconciled with the facts of life.

You enter this life

endowed with the seeds of character and destiny. which you your

sel f have generated by your past exercise of will and imagination.

You spend your present life in creating new seeds for a future har

vest.

Sometimes you are able to trace the cause of your present ex

periences , and then you blame yoursplf or take credit, as the case
may be.

B ut oftener yo u arc una b l e to trace the causes of your

present exp e r i ences and then you say i t i s c h anc e or fate or Provi
.

dence.

So you h ave d i v i<kd fxpe r i e n c e into two classes. distin

ledge.

This distinction is abs u rd ; all e xp e r i e nc es follow the same

guished from l'ach otht>r nw rt·l y by t h e l i m i t s of y u u r present know

law ; they are due to the causes which you yoursel f have set up

.

B ut - to keep to the point - who is this you or I of which we
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He is the master of your destiny, your real Sel f , the real

liver of the lives .

You do not realize this yet, for you are in a kind of dream ; you

are not fully awake.

B ut there is one point in which you are better

than some - you have at least a suspicion that you are dreaming.

What you have to do, then, is to wake up ; not all at once, perhaps,
but at any rate bit by bit.

And does it not seem certain that, in this

awakening, the mystery of separate personalities will be solved, or
at least greatly elucidated ?

For in this higher, more awake, state

of consciousness, we cannot be as we are now ; we must stand at a

higher level .

I f the delusion of separate personality still persisted,

wherein would that state be an improvement on this ?

The Universe is at the same time One and Many : innumerable

distinct beings , yet with one life running through all .

This grand

truth of the oneness o f all that lives - it is your destiny to realize
it.

One day you will wake up to the fact ; and then it will no long

er be a beautiful saying but an obvious thing.

Here then is the foun

dation-stone of all ethics ; ethics is not an enforced code to live by
reluctantly ; it is a statement of the scientific truth about life.

If

you make your personal interest ( or what you may foolishly think

to be your personal interest ) paramount over your social obliga

tions, you are acting contrary to the real law of your nature and
will run into trouble.

Herein too lies much of the mystery of pain.

Why does the Supreme Power permit us to suffer ?

Well, if the Su

preme Power were to shield us from suffering, he would be coddling

us ; instead o f which he may have endowed us with free will and left

us to exercise it.

And so we experiment and burn our fingers.

But

h o w much better this. than t o b e t h e mere marionettes o f some all
powerful deity or the sport o f ruthless l aws o f N a t ur e !

�o : we m u s t solve the riddle o f l i fe for o u rselves - find o u t

Who am I ?

This means polishing u p t h e mirror of t h e mind and

cleaning up a good many other matters as well .

Science and ethics

are one and the same - different aspects o f the same path of know

ledge.

Conduct is all-important ; conduct means knowledge , and

k n o wl edge means cond uct.

B u t . when i t is said that we m ust solve

the riddle for ourselves, this does not mean that we are to tear up

our books, listen to no one, and sit in solitary meditation.

It means

that we must seek knowledge wherever we can find it, relying on our

own judgment as to whether it is what we need or not .
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express for you this devout good wish : that you may be fortunate
enough to find a Teacher.

and futile wandering.

For this will save you a deal of trouble

What has just been said about the Universe

implies that there must be men who have preceded you and me on

the path o f knowledge, and must therefore be in a position to per
form the usual functions o f a teacher to a pupi l .

I f you a r e a fraid

o f being imposed upon, take my advice and do not risk anything

until you have gained more confidence in your own power of dis

crimination.

We are actors , playing a part. playing many parts, as the mys

tic bard has said.

But there must be an actor, an actor who is none

of the parts, and yet is ( in one sense ) each and all o f them.

You

have become so used to the part you are enacting now that you have
lost your real identity, yet are dimly conscious of it.

The path of

human evolution leads straight on to the place where you will wake
up and become aware of your identity.

I t is the voice of the true

Sel f, the impersonal Sel f , that speaks in such words as these :

"I

am

the Sel f , seated in the hearts of men " ; " I am the Way, the Truth ,
and the Life."

You cannot even read these words, i f they are new to you, with

out taking a step in your evolution.

For they will put into your

mind ideas that were not there before ; or, rather, revive in your

consciousness ideas that were latent.

And thereby your outlook can

not fail to be changed, your conduct colored, in however slight a de

gree.

These old truths which Theosophy revives are a l eaven work

ing in the mind.

One token of the truth is

for and striving after.

unity

-

a thing we cannot help longing

Conflict is our bane, as we pitifully realize

the two natures, the many natures, that struggle within us.
tinually thwart ourselves .

selves is the real I !

\Ve con

If only we could find which of all these

This conflict vanishes in the light of sel f-realiza

tion ; our several desires unite to a single end .

No more contrast

between the desire for knowledge and the sense of duty ; or between
selfish lust and impersonal love.

Knowledge and duty are found to

be one ; lust fades l ike a rushlight in the glow of love.

The answer

to our question, \Vho am I ? is to be given by our own experience ; let
us not seek to express the ineffable, to measure the immeasurable.
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AT CAMBERLY, ENGLAND
KENNETH MORRIS,

D.

LITT.

I saw the pine-boughs through the window,
WHEN
And above, the windy English sky,
Need my heart with such a pang go leaping
Whither certain lovely waters lie,
And the Lady o f the Mountain's sleeping
J ust beyond the blueness of the bay ?
Need my soul grow fierce for San Diego
That's so far away ?
Is the purple glow on Cuyamaca ?
Are the windows flashing when the West
Glows hierarchic over Coronado
And the grape-dark Islands of the B lest ?
Here amid the Springtime light and shadow
And the green of English lawns and trees
Need my heart be weeping for Point Loma
By the Rainbow Seas ?
June, 1 930.

NE\V THEORIES, D I SCOVERIES, AND sue.
GESTI ONS

I N SCI ENCE

P resented at Pasadena, California1 by the American
Association for the Advancement of Science
in June, 193 1

C'. ] . RYAN,

:\I . A .

glad t o draw the attention of those o f our readers who
W Eareareinterested
in the approach of the scientific mind toward
the principles of Theosophy to several remarkable announcements
lately presented by the leaders of American scientific research.
Every month something new appears which renders it more possible
for our students to demonstrate the fact, indicated by H. P. Bla230
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vatsky long ago, that the twentieth century would see an enormous
development of advanced thought toward Theosophy , and that some
of the most unlikely claims - as they appeared in her day - would
be fully justified , while others would be found to be exceedingly
probable.
One of the most curious teachings in The Mahatma Letters to
A . P. Sinnett ( pages 1 6 1 -2 ) is that there is a region high above the
surface of the earth filled with what is more or less vaguely called
' magnetic dust,' which has come from without the solar system in
some way ; and that the heat received by the earth comes in far larger
measure - twice as much, in fact - from this mysterious shell o f
' magnetic' substance than from the Sun. \\'hen this was written
( 1 88 2 J nothing of the kind had dawned upon meteorological sci
ence. Yet radio studies have now proved the existence of the mys
terious ' Heaviside Layer ,' which reflects the radio waves from vary
ing heights from 50 to 1 00 or more miles, according to conditions.
What is this laye r ? \Ve are told that it is probably composed o f
'ions,' i. e . , broken-up particles of atoms, and these may well b e the
'magnetic dust,' or some of it, referred to by the Adept who wrote
long before the modern discoveries of atomic disintegration were
thought of, and who therefore had to use untechnical terms. The
fact that the writer of the Lettl'rs mentioned above anticipated the
most recent speculations of scientists is indicated by statements
made at Pasadena and elsewhere concerning the temperature of tht:
upper air. Quoting from a report of the Pasadena Meeting :
Dr. G u t e n h er g . California Ins t i t u te geophysi cist. in advancing a revolut ion
ary theory on the st ructure o f the s tra tosphe re voi ced the belief that while Pro f .
Piccard reported extremely cold tcrnpcr.tturcs a t t h e t e n - m i l e level, at higher
levels t h e t e m pera t ure rises ,;t eadi ly. reaching 2000 degrees Fahrenheit above an
altitude of fi ft y miles.

B e fore Prof. Piccard made his remarkable balloon ascent it was
well known by measurements taken with small sounding balloons
that intense cold prevails at high altitudes, but at still greater heights
than he reached the balloons recorded an increase in warmth of about
eight degrees at the highest point to which they could rise. Ko bal
loon, however, has approached the great heights where science now
strongly suspects a tremendous rise in temperature. The newest
suggestion for such exploration - the rocket and parachute - is
said to be perfectly feasible, and active work is being done to pro231
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duce a rocket to carry recording instruments to fifty or more miles
above the earth. \Ve shall look with profound interest for the re
sults of the experiment, as everything p o i n ts to a compl e t e corrobo
ration of the remarkable statement made by }fr . Sinnett's Adept
Teacher in the Letter above men ti on ed
While Dr. Gutenberg in his report to the Pasadena meeting does
not claim that he has proved his case, but only throws out his theory
for consideration, another scientist produced definite evidence to
similar e ffec t three years ago. We refer to Professor Vassily G. F es
senkoff, chief of t h e Russian I nstitute of Astra phy sics, wh o report e d
that spectroscopic observations o f the atmo sp her e at s unset ( when
.

-

s uccessively higher and h igher l ayers can b e studied as the i l l u m i n a 
t i o n changes )

had

convinced h i m t h a t a w a r m belt a t a b o u t 85 d e 

grees Fah r . envelops tht> glolw 1 � m i ll' s a b o v e the sur face. H e cl aims

that the temperature fal l s to about 1 1 0 degrees below zero Falu. at
a

height o f seven m iles or

so.

and t hen wry slowly rises to the hot

belt mentioned. This i n general agrees with the b a lloon observation s .
In The Mahatma Letters t o .4 . P . Sinnett m e n t i oned above, the
Adept Teacher also discusses the i n fl u ence of �Iagnetism on the
weather and g i ve s m u ch interesting a n d important
the subject.

information on

.\t that time science ignored or denied such a thing ,

j ust as it ridiculed any s unspot i n fl uences on terrestrial conditions.
Today we learn irom D r .

A. E.

Kennel l y . o f Harvard , d iscoverer of

the Heaviside radio-rellecting i o n ized l ay e r . that " cosmic radio dis
t u rbances" between us and the sun are associated with effects

in

the

f ree electric currents in the cru s t of the earth and w ith the earth 's
magnetism , and that the atmospheric ma{!,nctism ' 'probably affects
meteorological phenomena

or

the weather . ' '

From the st udy o f the weather and ra d io i n relation t o solar ac
tivities , and from other resea rches i n phrics. science is at last be
ginn i n g to l earn the impo rtance o f periodic o r cyc l ic law.

This has

al ways been p u t as a i und a nw n t al in Theosophy, although u n t il l ate
ly it was l ooked upon askance by scient i s t s , excepting only a very
few.

Yet periodicity or cyclic law runs through every department

of Kature . from the h i ghest spi ritual conditions to the lowliest mani
festations of a n i mate and so-called inanimate existences.

man has learned something o f h i s own mental rhythms he
a v al u ab l e insight into h i s person ality, and can proceed
them with some promise of success.
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At the Pasadena meeting o f scientists much attention was given
to weather-cycles and , according to the report in the Los A ngeles
Times :
·
Another outcome of this meeting was t he gelting together of meteorologists
on the subject o f sunspots and cycles in weather.

Heretofore, weather experts

seemed t o be a fraid o f cycles, a s if they were non-existent and unscientific.

In

their hear t s , however. they recognised the act uality and effect of cycles - short
and long.

D ue largely to the leadership o f the Scripps Institution of Oceano

graphy. cycles

a re

now pa rt o f t he met eorological canon. and the c b n c e s a r e

Lint pre dictions of wel and dry ye:1rs will soon be known dt:cncles in advance.

Till lately, the weather authorities have scouted t he notion that
weather can be predicted for more than a day o r so. but now. u n d e r
t h e pressure o i n ewly - d i sc ove r e d facb about c ycles they are chang
ing their views .
D r . Gorton . o f t h e Sc ripps I n s t i t u t i o n . S o u thern C a l i iorn i a told
.

,

t h e P asadena scientists that t h e fay o r a b l e cl i �;pos i t i o n

o f s u nspo ts

would p roba b l y prod uce pl e n t i f u l r a i n fa!l i n Sout hern Cal i fornia d u r 
i n g the n e x t s e v en year,; . f o r . a,; he s a i d , m a x i mum s un sp ot p e riods
a r e ·dry ' w h i l e m i n i m u m pe r i 1 1 d � b r i n g hea\·ier precipita t i o n .
D r . H . T . S tebo n . cl i r cc t or n f t h e l ' e r k i ns Ob:;erva t o r y , c l a i m :-;
with s t ro n g s uppo r t i n g e v i d e n c e . t ha t a comparison o f the records o f
s u n sp o t activity with tho :.: e o f r! nanc i a l a n d co m nwrc i a l fl u c t u a tions
s h o w s a clo:-;e c o n nex i o n . T li e : l \TLtgc i n t c n·al b l'lwcc n t h e s u n s p o t
maximum t o the lowe,; t poi n t o i the ,; u u :eed i n g f i n a n c i a l ck pres:0ion
i s two-and-a-hal i y e a r s .
The l a � t m ax i m u m 1 m e a n m a x i m u m ) o f
the s u nspots f el l about J u ly J J n x : t h i s \\ o u l d make th e next great
est depression o f com m e r c i a l acl i \ i t y about J a n u a r y 1 , 1 9 3 1 .
We are told that t h e r e is n o l ac k o f the n ecess i t ies o f life in t h is
country and that we a ct u al l y ha\·e more o f everyth i ng t h a n we can
use, ye t the m ys t e r i o u s d e p re :;sion i s h e r e '.
Perhaps t h e ancients
were not so foolish in c o n n e c t i n g the a spect:; of t h e s t ars with the
psychology of m a n '.
Pro fessor II. P. G i l l e t t e o f C al i io r n i a formerly of C ol u m b ia Cni
versity. told his colleague,; that t h e jJ/1111cts a n d n o t t h e su nspots were
ultimately r e:-; po n s i b l c for t h e rn i n ia l l cycles '. He c l a i m e d t h a t both
the disposition o f the r a i n f a l l a n d that o f t h e s u nspots are clo:sely
associated with the p o s i t i o n s of the p l a n cb . These produce certain
m a g n e ti c effects ac cor d i n g t o the pl a c i n g o f the a xes of p l a net ar y
magnet ic fields.
,

,

.
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This remarkable claim makes a near approach toward the an

cient wisdom as taught by the Eastern Sages through

H . P. B la

vatsky, and students should realize the importance of such an ad

vance .

O f course, the discovery o f cycles in physical conditions by

scientists will not lead them directly to spiritual concepts o f the uni
verse, though Dr. Jeans' recent statement that ' God' seems to re

semble a mathematician is promising.

B u t as more subtil cycles are

discovered in unexpected places, s uc h really important matters as
cyclic rhythms in human consciousness will be seen to be reasonable
and inevitable.

Admitting Reincarnation - the great rhythm of the

human spirit - the cycles of Races and Rounds as taught in Theo
sophy, will become clear and will be seen as intrinsic parts of one
" a s above, so below . "

Cyclic law is not an ab

we must learn to recognise it in ourselves.

With the more general

harmonious whole

-

straction of merely academic importance ; it is part of our being and

comprehension of this law, the higher teachings o f Theosophy will

be more readily understood and accepted , and the true Path o f Ini

tiation more easily comprehended.

Returning to Dr. Gill ette's researches : h e has traced the periodic

cycles of rain fall for thousands of years by N a tu re's own weather
recording instruments.

The giant sequoia trees , for instance , carry

a record in their annual rings which can be seen when they are cut

across : a wet season is shown by a thicker ring.

Another record has

been left by clay d eposits in beds o f ancient l akes now turned into
rock .

These thin sheeb . called 'varves' confirm the tree-records,

but reach to a far greater d istance in time.

ln the oil shales of Colo

rado Dr. Gillette found va rves showing, by thei r varying thicknesses .
rain -records o f cycles o f m or e t han

these cycles to the influence of

a

immense distance from t h e sun .

2 1 ,000

years each.

He attributes

h i the r t o und iscovered planet at an

In con nexion w i t h the r ain-cycles d iscovered by measurement o f

t h f' varves . s t u d e n t,; s h o u l d l ook u p

p.

T h e S ecret Dortrinc ( Vol. 1 l .

3 3 0 I where 'f·T . P . B L!\ a t � k y n w n t ions

a ve r y important cycle

oi

the ea r th s a p s i s in co m b i n a t ion w i th t h e equi nox , which s h e ;,;ays
'

has a marked influence on the contemporary human race.

plain hint as to the length of a S u b- Race.

I t is a

She quotes one authority

a s giving the l ength oi 2 1 . 1 2 8 years for the cycle. Ot hers give slight

l y different figures, but they are all close to the length given by D r .
Gillette, as recorded by t h e varves i n Colorado.
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new and unexpected confirmation of the profound knowledge of the
past history of the world recorded by the Oriental Teachers, and
Theosophical workers will find it useful when discussing the authori
ty that stands behind the Theosophical Movement.

Professor Albert Einstein's impersonal attitude toward his own
achievements is a splendid example to smaller men . Quite recently,
one of the supports of the Relativity Theory has been shaken, but
he has taken the unexpected rebuff w i th the same equanimity shmv n
by his great predecess o r , S i r I saac .:\ ewton , w h e n his p rec i ou s manu
script, th e prod u c t o f years o i la b o r , was accidrntally b u rn t .
Acco rd i n g t o Einstein . t lw

ra y -.

oi l igh t reach ing

lb

from t h e d is

t a n t s tars would be detl e c ted . ( ) r be n t , a m i n u te degree when they

pass n e ar an immense body l ike the s u n . This theo ry can only be
tested during a total e c l ipse o f the s u n when the stars can be seen in
daylight. Pho t og ra phs taken du r i ng several recent ec l i p s es were
found to be in accord w i th t he theory and h ave been a cce p te d as con
c l us i ve proofs of its accuracy.

H u t now comes an announce m en t by

D r . E instein h imsel f . t h a t t h e German Sol a r Ecl ipse E xp e d i t i o n to

:-l u m at ra in 1 9 2 9 under P ro fessor F r e u nd l ich of the E i n s t e i n Obser
vatory at Potsdam , repo r t :;

a

d e il t·ct ion of t he rays passing the s u n

d ur i ng t h a t ec l i p se t h a t dm·s n o t a g r e e w i t h the th e or y at all .

s tead o f being 1 . 73 seconds i t i s 2 . 1 seco nds.
in the great n u mber oi plates t a k e n d ur i ng

In

T u measure the stars

th e

eclipse requi r e d twu

yea rs ' l ab o r , b u t , now that it i s p u b l i s h e d , Dr. Einstein phil osophi 

his t he o r y is n o t i n h a r m o n y w i th t h e facts of >J" a 
ture it must be revised .
Of course, there may be some u nknown explanation of the new
facts that will allow the rela t i v i ty theory to stand . b u t anyway th e
situation is very i n t e res t ing , as it m a y be a cr i t i c a l po i n t for the
New Physics.

cally says t h a t i f

Sir Oliver Lodge has j ust made the interesting prediction that
science will discover 'a new world' before long - not a new planet,
though that is very likely, according to Professor Pickering. Sir
Oliver means a spiritual world interacting with the physical. This
is quite possible, for such a one indeed exists, and has long been
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known to those 'scientists' who possess other than material instru

ments of research : who , in short, have developed the inner faculties

latent in man through which , a n d o n l y th rough which , spiritual

worlds can be understood.

l\o doubt ordinary scientific methods

will, before long, finally prove the existence of an astral world, com

posed of more ethereal substance than this, and inhabited by its own
kind of intelligences.

cording to

B u t will that be a blessing or a curse ?

Ac

H. P. B l avatsky there is serious danger in the opening

of this door unless it is associated with a great advance in spiritu

ality in the race.

The Theosophical Society was established to teach

Universal B rotherhood largely for the purpose of making conditions

better before the foreseen approach of the astral invasi on , with its
unsuspected dangers to the unprepared.

Dr. Lodge also predicts that beings far higher than ourselves will

be discovered before long.

Well, there are such, and Theosophy has

never tired of telling of their e x i s t e nce and how to acquire the bless
ing of their help and teaching.

We are not speaking of disembodied

spirits in other 'world s '- though we are not denying them - but o f

highly developed spiritual }len o n e a r t h , M a s ters of Wisdom and
Compassion.

Why search in the unknown depths of space when

real Teachers can be found on earth ?

B ut something more than mere intellectual curiosity, however

laudable, is needed to find them.

As they say themselves : Love,

Impersonality, Se l f - f o rg e t f uln e s s , the pure desire to help all that
lives

-

these are the passwords to the I nner Chamber of Nature's

hol y I\I ysteries.

THE

GOLDEN

STAIRS

REATA v . H . PEDERSEN

A

VII
l\IOST important aspect of t h e study of the archaic WisdomReligion is the gathering together of the integral man into

some habitual way of response to the teachings.

If we do not give

the attention of the complete man to the lesson it will surely go into

one ear and out the other, as the familiar saying has it.

It will leave

an impress, to b e sure, but a faint one ; it will leave seeds of thought,

but they will fall on barren ground.
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Response from the whole man is difficult - it means thorough
preparation and that preparation itsel f is a part of our lesson. It is,
in a way, the sowing of a covering-crop, as is done by the wise farm
er, who then turns it under that the ground may be sweetened and
refreshed.
If we can teach ourselves to make fair the place, prepare the
ground for the bearing-crop by the turning under of the growth al
ready sprung from the seeds of our first lessons, then we may plant
the seeds brought to us by the further teachings with more than the
expectation that they will grow - with the knowledge that they have
grown.
When the field o f the whole nature is prepared one can actually
feel the seed germinate, burst its shell, take root, grow and come
to maturity, instantly. This feeling that the cycle of growth is tak
ing place within us, is realization of an instant connexion with the
I nner God. It is a relating of that which we are learning to that
which we know, and the finding of it the same. The reaping of this
harvest of great thoughts, of spiritual lessons. manifests outwardly
as fine character in a short time if we share our abundance. B ut i f
w e barter it or store it selfishly for o u r own need w e shall find the
granary swept clean as if thieves had entered and taken all but the
dust of the store-house floor.
What is this preparation ? How can it be accomplished ?
We who have garnered as little as one sheaf of the precious grain
of truth know that it can be done by spiritual Will, and we have
learned that, if we will, we can close all the doors of sense, imprison
our minds in our hearts, and by repeating in the silence of that in
ner place of being the highest truth to which we have attained, be
come no longer separate.
True preparation is the becoming at one with the meed of truth
given to us because o f our having made ourselves worthy, through
working without desire of reward.
This preparation can be made, we find, as we go about our daily
tasks ; it can be made at the end of day as we seek our rest, or in
the morning before bodily action has begun . The silence of that
inner place o f life holds the sound of all action as i t holds the sigh
of complete relaxation. It is the unmanifest and exhaustless source
of being and we need no attitude of body, no lip-service, no praying237
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closet, but only the impersonal aspiration to attain to the heights
through the becoming at one with all life.
What have we done by our climbing of the golden stairway lead
ing to these heights ? What but prepare ourselves to enter into and
be at one with the joy of our Lord of Self.
Each step of our climb has been made through spiritual will alone
and that will has the strength of knowledge. We know Love, have
made Sacrifice, our joy is that of Simplicity, our days are filled with
honest and fruitful Work and our hearts hold Compassion. It is
thus we have named the separate heights to which we have climbed,
and the seeds o f thought we will sow into the prepared ground are
in Life's catalog named the same. \\' e will plant and garner and
share our harvest with those who stand beside us, else we shall find
we have created but an illusion oi height and in reality have not
yet set foot upon the first of our golden stairs.
If we wo uld be at one with all life we need not only to lose our
individual ity in the non-separable consciousness but we must gain
a sense of the individuality of those with whom we climb - and lose
it as well.
Is not the very highest realizat ion of the oneness of all to which
we can aspire, a real ization that the Day of B rahma will find us
issuing forth from the unmanifested into the manifested. and m erg
ing again into the unrnani fe� t ed without consciousness of individu
ality, at the coming of night ,
Is not all our study for the pu rpose o f preparation for that Day
of B rahma when we shall be the strength of the hand. and the hand :
the singer o f the song of liie, and the song ?

There are cer tain seed-thoughts that we may sha re to the benefit
of ourselves and others. As students we have found them in the
writings of our teacher,; , or have been given them from mouth to ear.
They gain by repetitio n and are a help to preparation and realization.
"Ally yoursel f with the Divine Flame of the C os m ic Love which
is all permeant and which nothing can resist, for in proportion as
s uccess is yours in so doing so :-:hall you be, for good alone, irresistible.
" Know Nature as immutably just and thou wilt hold thyself ac
countable for all thy thoughts and acts with glad spirit.
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"This be the Sacred Fount - a pure heart - and a chaste mind
in a chaste body, the Tower o f Ivory.
"The Dweller in Materiality cries after that which he hath not
but I bid thee to dwell within the Secret Place, saying : 'Lo, all that I
have is good in my sight and is the gift o f the Lords of Spirit. ' "
In the inner worl d , as in that of the objective, there is a require
ment of form - we may call i t spiritual good-breeding. An example
of it is to be seen in the silence which those who are keeping faith
with mankind and who come to us as guide and teacher maintain
'Thry
a s lo the ub�tac:1t3 they faced upon the path they.· point out .
would not burden the sp ir i t of him whom they hilve bidden to the
feast of l i fe with an a ccount of that feast's preparing, nor make evi
dent that they have partaken w i th the g o d s for long while we are
but newly come to the repa :-; t .
\Ve l earn t h i s refinement - we come soon to k n o w that we may
no t impose any o f the b ur d e n we carry upon another , be that bur
den one o f sorrow o r o f joy. I f \Ve will pause to assimila te f ully the
p ert i ne n t fact that a givPn w e i gh t is as difficult to carry whether it
be made up of sugar or of :;alt - of rosemary or of rue - we shall
understand that it is as possible to bow the back and break the spirit
of a friend with a burden of love. w ith fragrant flowers, as with a
burden o f unkindness o r with noxious weeds.
With seeking, we shall find a spiritual sufficiency that allows of
the storing of both joy and sorrow within our natures and forbids
the overburdening of a friend with either. We learn to expect little
of others but much of ourselves. And i f we truly learn this it helps
us through the time, so sure to come, when we find many of our acts
misunderstood, our word perverted, our very devotion doubted. I t
is then we c a n take unto ourselves this lesson : had my act been with
out thought o f self I would have made it a kinder one. Had thought
controlled speech there would have been fewer words to misquote ;
and since my devotion can be doubted, it is not enough.
We learn, as we progress, to ask judgment of none by judging
none.
We learn wisdom o f speech by k ee ping silent and we learn true
devotion by replacing each thought of ourselves with a thought of
the Cause with which we have allied ourselves.
We find that each lesson, each step of our upward climb brings
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realization that Theosophy is applicable to every need of our daily
life and to every association with our fellows. We find that friend
ship and that closer association of parent and child, of husband and
wife, are but a h int of the relationship between the spiritual teacher
and the aspiring disciple. And if we bring to these lesser associa
tions the elements which we know so well belong to the greater con
tact. we solve many of the problems o f l i fe.
Let us make realization t h e golden step upward ; for realization
is to make real the highest ideal, to find the worth of every creature,
and such realization is a gathering together of the in tegral man : it
is the forming of the elements of spirituality into spiritual man, from
whom nothing in the l'niverse is hid. The music of the spheres and
the movements of the atoms penetrate to the consciousness of such
a one. He is not a dweller in materiality, rather his is the dwelling
place of the Lords of Spirit. His feet are firm upon the stairs, h is
eyes hold true vision . and the words o f his mouth and the medita
tion of his heart are the same . " Lo . al l that I have is good in my sight ."

ARCHAEOLOG I CAL RELICS AND THE
SPIRIT

OF

THE

PAST

[ .c\ Symposium gi \· c n i n t he Lomabnd Tem ple o f Peace by members
of The Theoso p hi cal C l u b . \\"omen·,- Section .

This Symposium was in

t h e n a t ure of a t ribute t o H . P . B i a\·a t sky in gra t e f u l recogni tion of her
bri l liant 'erv i c l's l o t he Science o f Archaeology . _!

A

RCH:\.EOLOGIC:\L relics '.
i n r: : a n d when we

The subject at iirst glance is hardly enliwn

c on s i d e r

t h ese rl'lic,;, scat t ercel over the world as

t hey are. mut i lat ed. ruined a n d forlorn. t h e

pi c t ure

is

d e sol a t e one.

a

The more rea ;;on t h erefore. t h a t a :; st udent s o f a n t i q ui t y we should recon
s t ruct from them bri ght con t ra sting pict ures of the g-reat ci vili z a t i o ns of a n cient
days. when py ra m i d a n d t emple were

:i - bu i l cl

i ng :

when the pii i n ler s t ood be

for e the walls of kin gly t ombs put t i ng on t hose gorgeous
tens

of thousands of

hy hi s whirring wheel sha pi n g
\vhich v1:e trea::;ure today.

can

col ors

t hat t od3y. a fter

yea r s . are st i l l brighl and unfaded : when the pot t er st ood

mat chlc"s

It i s in these, if

j a rs and Yascs. the mere sherds

we

find the primal glory o f t h e Spirit of the

look \Vi t h t h e seeing eye.

Past.

For

that

of
vve

these neglected relics.

undervalued, forgot te n . misunderstood . t race t h eir l i nea ge

from

afar.

What stories t hey m ight tell us of t he pasl, if only we had ears to hear stories of ancient wisdom and the splendor of spiritual life as lived by whole na-
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B r o k en , erod ed. the mock of war and rapine, desecrated by the ignorant,

! i ons !

mutilated by religious fanatics in age after age - even so t hey are not voiceless.
Verily. they speak. and their ml';;sage comes t o us not from a past that is m u m 
mied. dessicated. dead. but from

p a s t that is living. bea u t i fu l , pul sa t ing wit h

:1

t h e very Joy of Li fe .

S t ones c a n s peak indeed : : rn d

h a ve only t o s l u d y t h e wnlrngs o f H . P .

\\'t'

B lavatsky , a n d t hose oi h e r Int erpre t e r and Successor. D r . G . d e Purucker, t o
feel t h e fascination o f archaeology, t h e r e a l ' science o f ancient things.'

I speak

especially of The Secret Doctrine and Isis Unveiled, for in these masterworks

H. P. B lavatsky reconst ruct s for us the t empled and mighty past in all its pris
tine grandeur.

Greater t han all. she places in our hands the key to an understand

ing o f i t .
One c a nn ot st udy archaeological rl' l i c s :r nd pene t ra t e t o t heir deeper mean
ing. if

o ne

ie:1 n•,; H . P . B l.t\ : t i :.ky

nnd a lmo;;t from pole to polt·.

Round :tnd ro�md the world ,;he t ra\-ekd

out

<; e ; 1 re him:

The Theosophical Society ur wro t e her

for t he m .

m ig h t y

Years bd ore :;he founded

buuk:i, she wml f r o m nat ion t o

n a t i o n vi s i li ng t h e fo rg o lt l' n myst ic c e n t ers where once stood Schools o f the
::Vlyste ries .

Though she found t he

�t n c ien t

fires quen ched. a n d in many cases

naught b u t heaped a n d broken s l um· ,; . t h e y nevertheless gave her o f their mes
sage and t his she gaw l a t er to t h e worl d .

H e r r e a l journey w a s in t o a ntiqui t y ;

a n d w e t oo c;rn jo urney t here. and sense i � s power and appeal, i f w e still our
restless minds and open our heart s to t ru t h .
I t i s a d u t y t o study t he pa s t . I t h i n k . f o r m a ny a r e qu es tion i ng a bout a n t i 
quit y t oda y , a n d w h o c a n a nswer them ?

EHn our children plead with us t o

tell them a b ou t t he ' Ever-so-long-ago.· and science h :J. s n o answer.

In spite o f

a l l our archaeologists ha\·c done. and t he const a n t ' finds ' t hey are adding Lo t heir

store. very li t t le h a s really been learned
relics

mean.

as

yet . for t hey k n ow not what the

A rcha e o l o gy needs a n in te r p r e t er. and it is a spiritual duty to study

these relics of t h e past in a new way.

There a re wei ght y reasons for t hi s . and

no one has sta ted t hem b e t t er t han \Y i l liam Quan
not neglect the pa s t . for to d o

:' O

i s t o incur

a

J udge .

who said : "\\'e must

just but m ys teriou s ret ribution.

For t h e pa st i s a part o f oursch·es. and i s of our own doing a n d begetting. "
You are qui t e right - but where sha l l

1w

begin ?

The subject is so vast t hat

to grasp i t . even in its essen t i a l s . i s the st u dy o f a l i fe t i m e .

W e m i ght spend an

evening upon a single relic and not exha ust t h e l ea c h i ng i t has for us.
And lzow sha l l we begin ?
selve s ?

With t h e different nations. or with t he relics t hem

With India. Egypt. Greece, t h e a nci e n t Americas. and so on ?

Or with

t he temples. t ombs. p y ram i ds, t ower , . obelisks. m cnhirs, d o lmen s . crornlechs.
stone circles. mounds, and the rest ; with the smaller relics such as coins. en
graved gems, and seal c y lmders : or with pottery through its priceless sherd s ?
Even t o

m ent i o n

these things breathes in1 o o u r souls t h e Spirit o f t he Past.

Well has archaeology been called 'Encha n t ress. '

We

are enchant e d ,

fascinated,

drawn, impelled to higher levels o f love and understanding, whet her we look at
mysterious Stonehenge or the Cyclopean walls of old Peru, at the Lion-Gate
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of Mycenae or the columns of Beni-Hasan ; at sherds from the City of Ur, or
the paintings of the Altamira Cave ; at the Buddha-bronzes of Tokyo, Kioto
and Kobe, or the sinister heads of Easter Island.
These relics have a message for the present. I think, else why their strange
hold upon us? Evrn the archaeologists realize this, and yet, despite their digging
and 'squeezing' and weighing and measuring and cataloging, t hey have no satis
fying clue to the real, inner meaning of these finds, and many of them frankly
admit it. How wisely H . P. B. spoke when she said that the crying need is not
for more archaeological relics, but for a better understanding of those we have
already.
How do you expla in the fact that our scientists do not have this deeper un
derstanding ?
The explanation is comparatively simple. for it hinges upon the fact t ha t
the artist o f ancient days worked w i t h a different motive from that which gov
erns the artist today. In antiquity Art and Religion were one. It would never
have occurred to the cultivated antique mind to separate them. The old sculp
t ors. the ancient builders. even the craftsmen who worked with them, had no
commercial object. A spirit of religious devotion inf1lled them. Their great
works were designed and periected not for t he market-place but for the t emple.
W e find a remarkable instance of this in the pre-Inca peoples of Peru-a na
tion highly civilized, with a magnificent art and building-art. a literature, a philo
sophy, and a r e ligi on more spi ritual t ha n our own. Gold they had in abundance,
but they could not imagine so beautiful a metal degraded to the uses of barter
or exchange. They used it only in works of art.
Greek portrait -art is another little understood example of this spiritual de
votion, for i t is distinctive among that of all nat ions in the spiritualized yet
truthful expm;sion of the faces. The old Greek sculptor felt it a religious duty
to keep in mind ever the ideal head. the portrait of the Divinity as he imagined
it, and his portrait-art was inevitably tinctured by this devotional habit of mind.
The same mystic spirit of devotion is shown by all the cultivated nations of
antiquity, even in their portrayals of animals. Take for instance that famous
'Frieze of Lions' that was found in fragments under a rubbish-heap in the ruined
Palace of Darius, yet. i s now almost the glory of the Louvre. It fairly pulsates
with spirit ual life. No similar bas-relief in modern art has yet surpassed it.
And the artist ? ::-J o one knows who t he artist may have been, and this is typical
of ninety, perhaps even ninety-nine out of a hundred, of the great art-works of
antiquity. The person did not matter, t he work itself was all.
An even more wonderful example of this impersonal attitude is the now
famous Vache-Hat/tor, or Cow of Hathor, that was found somewhere i n the
nineties in a litt le buried shrine near I he temple that was built by Queen Hatshep
sut at Deir-cl-Bah:1 ri. 11 is counted one u f the art-treasures of the world, and
is one of t he very few t h a t are still untouched by mutilation or decay. Although
the statue of only an animal, it brea t hes the purest spirit of religious consecra
tion. Between the branching horns is the solar disk and on either side long
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lotus-stems

reach

the

feet.

like

RELI C S

a

ceremonial

vestment.

All

this

i s symbolic, of course, for the cow, throughout antiquit y , was a symbol o f the
nourishing, fructifying, mother-aspect of >J'ature.

>J'everthelesss. no sculptor

wit hout religious devotion in his very blood could have wrought that statue and
made a Priest-King stand before it, in

a

subordinate position and o f subordinate

size, without sacrificing the dign ity of t he whole.

For just in front, his head

well below the cow's head. ;;t�rncb t he Pharaoh Amcnhctcp IL in an a t t i t ude
of cle\·otion. holding t he Ta b le� o f the Law.

such a subject merely ridiculous.

:\ modern a rt i ' 1 would han: made

The ancient art ist made i t sublime.

That was

the spirit of old Egypt.
In spite of the fact that its archaeological relics are better preserved, on the

whole, than those of any other country excepting India, and are probably older
than any that we know, the world knows lit t le of the real Egyp t .

Millions o f

t ourists have stood before its Pyramids a n d its mighty Sphinx, before Abu
Simbel and its marvelous statues o f Ramescs, before the paintings in t he Tombs
of the Kings.

Yet how much do they know - or we - of the real Egypt ?

Consider the Pyramids, for inst ance - as yet misunderstood by archaeolo
gists because t hey have not the key that Theosophy gives.

Most of them still

believe the Pyramids t o be merely tombs, and one of the most famous among them
decided that the so-called 'sarcophagus' in the Great Pyramid was a corn-bin !
A corn-bin !
lip.

Let us enter that Pyramid as the ancients entered i t , finger on

We stand presently in the initiation-chamber of a great Mystery-School,

one o f the greatest Earth has known.
holy place.

We stand beside the King-Initiant in that

We see him fastened t o the cruciform couch, there to lie during that

three days of test and trial and ever-widening glory - the body in deathlike
trance, but the winged soul passing from planet to planet and on t o the portals
o f the Sun - yes. even beyond t hem t o its heart.

We sense that brave spirit

returning on the morning of the third day. silently waking the body, infilling i t
o n c e again - b u t n o t a s before.

I L has brought back from the spaces of Space

the glory of the Sun itself, a glory so t ranscendent that the very body shines in
splendor.

The man rises from t h a t couch triumphant.

H e is more than king

now ; he is Initiate. a Son of the Sun.
Who can think, even for a momen t . of t he keys placed in our hands by Theo
sophy without longing to give them to others ?

Its teachings transform and il

lumine what are otherwise but riddles, sometimes even commonplace and dull.
They illumine all the relics of t ha t old land. 'the gift of the �ile , ' for the Pyra
mids are not alone in testifying t o the actual fact of Divine Dynasties.

They

testify, moreover, to the fact that " there were giants on the earth" in ancient
days, and that the gods in more than one old bnd t ruly walked and t a lked with
mankind.

They bear living witness to the reality of t hose ancient Schools of the

Mysteries which gave to Egypt her lung line of Ini t i:ttc -King,;.
The relics arc so colossal in that old land !

Take the great Hall of Columns

i n Karnak, for example. a structure so migh t y and massive that war, which has
been appallingly destructive of archaeological relics, has made but little impres-
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sion upon i t . and even e<irthquakes could not throw it down.

Champollion esti

mated that on the lotu s - ca pit a l of a single column a hundred men could stand
and not be crowded !
Think of those great statues of the Theban plain, vocal, mysterious ; of t he
obelisks. of the great step-pyramid o f Sakkhara, of the numberless wall-paint

ings, statues, and other objects in the royal tombs ; of the py r amid s of Dashour ;
of t he temples of Esn e , Edfou, Deir-el-Bahar!, and mysterious Philae !
taught the mighty builders of all these ?
know s . "

Who

The archaeologists tell us, "Nobody

And what was the object of t hese ancient arch i tects i n bui lding

as they did?

Throsophy I i i t s the veil o f t hi s myst ery and shows us the \"ist a of t he years.
We see moving among t hi,; people Divine Instructors. gods i n human form. teach
ing government. law. philosophy. a r chit ecture. art. and the building-art - in f a c t .
all the arts t hat belonf( to Peacr.
great I n i t i a t e-Kings in power. l(Jy<il
consciously following i f .

Following t hese Di,·ine Instru c t ors we see
to I

he µJan of Tho,;e behind their work. and

\\"e ,;l'e t lll'm pl:t n n ing and then building t h ose mighty

structures. oriented nm by the fa,;hion o f t he market-place but by the stations
of the st a rs .

They knew t hey we r e building for the future. to make a record

for the ages t u come.

l\fany o f t h e m . at one time perhaps all. were conscious

that even a s th ey worked the gods stood beside t he m .

And thus was built up

the mighty civilization that so punks t he archaeologist and the scholar.
There i s another puzzle - and t ha t is the fact that the farther back we go in

time, the more highly cultivated do the archaeological relics show the people t o
have been.

The finest examples o i Egyptian a r t , for instance, date from the

earliest day s : and archaeologists have proven. i n spite of theories, t ha t what we
call ' histori c E gyp t ' is not the Egypt that was spiritually greatest, or greatest
i n philosophy and the arts. but was in fact a decadent. dimm ing Egypt.

In short,

the relics t h a t attest the highest skill and culture are precisely those which arc
the oldes t .

That is

a

p u zzle . is i t not ?

Yes, but i t is solved easily by the student of Theosophy, who knows th at it

was " the pupils o f t hose incarnated Rishis and Devas of the Third Root-Race,
who handed t heir knowlcdg-c from one generation to another. t o Egypt and

Greece with its now lost rnnon oj proportion ; as it is the Disci ples of the Ini
tiates of t h e 4th, the Atlanteans. who handed i t O\'cr t o t heir Cyclopes, t h e 'Sons

o f Cycles , ' of the ' Infini t e . ' from whom the name passed t o the still later genera
t ions o f Gnostic priests."

We

re ad t his in T/1 c Secre t Doctrine (I. 208. foot.note ) ,

H . P . B lavatsky's masterwork.
Still earlier H. P. Blavatsky wrote. in Isis [:"n;;cilcd (I.

5 i3 ) :

" Many are those who . in f e cted by t h e morta l epidemic of our century hopeless materialism - will remain in douht a nd agony as to whether. when man
dies. he wiJl l i ve ag-ain. al though t he ques t i o n has b ee n solved by long bygo n e

generations of sages.

The answers arc t h ere.

They may be found on the tim e

worn gr a ni t e pages of cave-temples. on sphinxes. propylons, and obelisks.

They

have stood t here for untold ages. and neither t he rude assault of t ime, nor the
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still ruder assault of Christian hands, has succeeded in obliterating t heir records.
All covered with the problems which were solved - who can tell ? perhaps by
the archaic forefathers o f the builders - the solution follows each question."
And she further adds :
"Except the initiates, no one has understood the mystic wntmg. The key
was in the keeping of those who knew how to commune with the invisible Pres
ence, and who had received, from the lips of mother Nature herself, her grand
truths. And so stand t hese monuments like mute forgotten sentinels on the
threshold of that unseen world whose gates are t hrown open to but a iew elect.
. . The cold st ony lips of t he once vocal Memnon, and of these hardy sphinxes.
keep their secrets well. Who will unseal them ? " Vbid . )
.

What a wonderful theme this i s , and how it opens out ' S o many subjects
of fascinating interest are connected with i t - the ' lost canon' of the Greeks, ior
instance, the very thought of which brings up before the mind·s eye that wonder
ful temple named the Part henon, and the larger and even more wonderful temple.
now wholly perished, that once stood at Eleusis. And t here are the old Atlantean
migrations, too, which are the key to understanding the 'rude stone monuments'
o i the world. When Archaeology has the truth about these � a truth now made
so clear by our Leader, the whole science o f it will put on the glory of a new light.
Archaeology seems to present an array of puzzles to those who study it only
by the spade-and-lantern rout e . The m o s t tantalizing puzzle o f all is the fact
that we find the same kind of archaeological relics all over the world ; in nations
so widely separated that their peoples could not possibly have been in communica
tion when their greatest works were produced.
I have often thought of t ha t . We find pyramids, for instance, not alone in
Egypt, but all on:r the world, from India to Yucatan, from Mexico t o hidden
Shensi in China . We find ' round towers everywhere, from our American pueblos
t o Ireland and even Indi a ; we line! ' rude st one monuments' literally all over
the world ; cyclopean walls equally i n Greece and in Peru. But more suggestive
still, we find the same symbols everywhere, both in the Old World and the New
- the cross, the swastika, t he serpent and seven-headed serpent, the tree, the
tortoise, the t urt le, t he boar, the elephant, bird. and so on. We tine! these sym
bols in the can"en reliefs of the Mayas as wdl as in those of India and the land
o f the �ik. Can this be explained ?
The broad and spiritual teachings of Theosophy explain it very clearly, for
they give us the larger view, For instance, only recently our Leader gave u s a
fascinating g l impse of some facts about the Atlantean migrations. He showed
that certain of t he more spiritual races among the Atlanteans - for there were
many, many races in Atlantis o f widely different kinds - foresaw the downfall
of their mother-continent. and began migrating to other lands. In all directions
they went : some to the new lands of what is now Europe, then j ust pushing
their huge shoulders up above the waters ; others to certain parts of Asia ; still
others to the Americas.
Here and there they settled, far from their mother-home, and here and there,
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helped by the At lantean cult ure which they carried with l hem, and in some
cases by lhe actual presence among them of G reat Teachers, they built up the
different civilizations. Do you not remember wh en Dr. de Purucker told us
about thi s ?
Perfectly ; a n d he also told us t h a t in t h e course of time they lost a l l recol
lection of their former home, and as apparent ly separate peoples became the
various stocks from which descended the Aryan races, the Mayas, the Incas, the
present European races, and many others. The Egyptians of t he historic period
may trace their antecedents also, to the people of these old Atlantean migrations.
Then the Egyptians arc really Atlantean s ?
N o t wholly, i f y o u mean t h e Egyptians o f what w e ca l l history, f o r in due
course a n immigration-tide set in from India, and the people of both lands inter
mingled. It is this fact that has given rise l o t he common belief that India is
older than Egyp t , for when the Aryan races came to Egypt they did bring with
them arts and industries and cullure, and gave all these l o t he people of the
Nile. But there was an older Egypt of which now even t he memory i s lost. and
compared to which India itse l i is young. Thus, as Katherine Tingley stated so
concisely, "Egypt is older t han India. and America is older than either, ' ' and our
p resent Leader has made clear to us t he historic meaning of t hese words.

\Vhy not pass on to America ? Or rat her to 'the Americas,' for from the
northern Rockies to l he long trailing foot of the Andes, and from East to West,
we find archai;ological relics of the most varied description and of astounding
age. No one knows when the Mound-builders lived. for instance, yet mounds
which prove t heir existence are scattered all over the Central States, the serpent
mound in Ohio being perhaps l he best known. Like the Egyptian pyramids,
these great structures. built of earth and stone. were set to the four cardinal
points, and some are of enormous size. The great mound of Cahoki, near East
St. Louis, although not as high as the Great Pyramid of Egypt, i s fully a s great
in extent, and with the thousands of other mounds along and near our great
river-courses constitutes another a r chaeological puzzle. \\'ho built them. and
why were they built at all?
Passing South to Mexico. we find almost numberless pyramidal struct ures
called teornllis, one of which, t he Pyramid of Cholula, is larger than the Great

Pyramid of Egypt. The motive in building these is shown by the word which
designates them : teocalli - from teo, meaning 'God' and calli, 'house.' 'Houses
of God ' they were called : places sacred to the Divinity ; and like holy temples
in so many lands they have outlasted the ravages both of war and time.
This is notable everywhere. It is the temples that have lasted, not t he
houses of the people, nor their shops. What do we know of the Greek hom e ?
Nothing a t a l l excepting from descriptions. B u t Greek temples a r e standing
yet. What do we know of the ancient Egyptian home ? Nothing at first hand,
while Karnak and the pyramids may outlast the Nile itself. Does not that tell
the story ? Personal glory and money-making were not the chief concern of
these ancient builders. but Religion, the things of the Spirit. Buildings in honor
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of religion were made of lasting stone and painted in unfading colors ; other
buildings simply didn't matter.
I am very m uch interested in the Mayas of Central America. Recently
several unknown Maya cities were discovered hy explorers using the airplane,
and it seems very strange to me that we should know so little about this people
who lived among us only a few hundred years ago. They were highly civilized,
with a beautiful religious life. as their wonderful temples show. Yet they were
snuffed out like a candle. the people exterminated so completely that even their
language is unknown to us - and until someone finds a Maya 'rosetta stone' it
probably will remain so. Today. throughout Yucatan, in an area of something
like 73,000 square miles. lie thousands of buried temples, statues. and walls.
and literally hundreds of buried cities, even the names of which we do not know.
Why were these cities so quickly covered by jungle-growth, and so soon forgotten ?
l'\ature covered them as if in mercy with a pitying mantle of green. This is
why they were so soon lost sight of, and i t is the t angle of undergrowth, the
net-work of jungle-vine and creeper over and through them, that makes the
work of excavation so difficult. B ut every ruin thus far uncovered vindicates
the teaching of Theosophy that there was a once universal Wisdom-Religion,
and a day when mankind were all 'of one lip and speech . ' The .Memorial Hall
a t Chichen, King Can's palace at l.Jxmal, and the ruins of Maya temple-pyra
mids tell the story ; while the old manuscripts recovered supplement it. We can
not read the writing, it is true, but pictures speak a common language, and in
these old texts. no less than on the carved reliefs of wall and temple we find the
symbols that are common everywhere. We find patterns that might have come
from Berri-Hasan or the old palace of the Persian Darius, from a Greek lintel,
or the walls of that strange old tumulus at New Grange. We even find elephant
heads introduced into the designs - a double puzzle this, for elephants are un
known in the �ew World - and we find in the Maya faces and portraits a mys
tifying resemblance to the portrait-statues of Rameses at Abu-Simbel, and to
those poor smashed faces on the columns of the rock-cut temples of India. What
but Theosophy can possibly explain all this?
But passing still farther southwards we find the most amazing relics of all
- those of Inca and pre-Inca civilization in Peru. Here we find, living amid
scenery of unsurpassed grandeur. a people devoted to Peace, with a highly spirit
ual civilization, a great art, an even greater building-art, with supreme engineer
ing genius, a philosophy of life that is Theosophical in its every reach, and a
beautiful religious life. In the art of government it could have taught the world.
It was not a warlike nation, but one that held Peace to be the great ideal ; and
it stretched east and west to an extent as great as that between Portugal and the
banks of the Volga.
Moreover, a spiritual people is always a humane people, and so we see on
the altars of that old land no blood-sacrifices, but instead, fruits and flowers.
They were a wealthy people, judged by our standards, for the Cordilleras were
thickly veined with gold ; yet they held it a desecration to use this beautiful
metal in a commercial way. To them it was fit only for the service of art. Among
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Coricanc!rn at Cuzco was litera lly 'a m i n e of gold . '

Says

Prescott of t his temple :
"Gold, in the figurative language of t h e people, was ' the tears wept by the
sun,' and every part o f the interior glowed with burnished plates and studs of
the precious metal.

The cornices which surrounded the walls of the sanctuary.

were o f the same custly materia l ; and a broad belt or frieze of gold , let into
the stone-work. encompassed the whole exterior of the edifice . . . . "

He tells us oi sm:iller chapels b es ide iL dedicated to t he J\Ioon whom they
held to he their mother, :md tu the ho:its o i stars.

In t he gardens were statues

o f animals made o f solid gold, while i n the main temple a glorious representation

uf the D ei t y was emblazoned on t he wall in the form of a face surrounded by
innumerable rays. :ill o i glitt ering gold.

We c:mnot wonder that t hese peoplt

railed t heir temples 'Houses uf the Sun . '

Cuzco was ' t he city beloved of t h e

Sun , ' a holy city a n d t h e M e c c a o i every Peruvian who aspired t o m o r e than
t he sordid things of l i fe.

It was t he great city of the Incas.

But even more wonderful was the work of t he pre-Inca builders. o f whom
written history tells us nothing.

The Spanish conquerors might raze t o earth

the t emples, and c a rry off the gold. but they were powerless to do anyt bing t o
t h e fortress o i Cuzco a n d t h e giant walls o f Sacsa-hu:iman but leave t h e m as
they were.

For these were t he work o f giants.

There can be no question o f that.

They may be as old as the Great Pyra m i d . for aught we know. and they might
e:isily. it would see m , outlast i t .
W h i ch brings u s t o a consideration o f t h e cyclopean work found i n other parts
o f the world. of which the most familiar example is Stonehenge.

The great dolmen

o f Salisbury Plain is known to tourists the world over - for the dolmen i s all

that i s now left of what was once a st one-circle even more wonderful t han the
Few realize that not only are Europe and

stone-circles o f Carna c in Brittany.

the IlriLi,;h Isles dotted with these 'rude stone monuments' hut other parts o f
the world a s well.
And whe n ?

Who b u i lt them '

:\'obody knows.

W h y were they built '

Again. nobody knows.

I t is strange that so lit t le should be known about them . yet obscurity seems
to be their lot.

The obelisks o f Egypt are world-famous, but who ever hears of

the menhirs or the monoliths of Champ Dolent or Murbihan ? - not t o mention
the elaborately carved monoliths of the Guatemalan forests.
Archaeology explains these huge structures - Stonehenge pre-eminently by saying that they must have been built for t ombs.

But while bones have been

found in them, it is true, t hey were bones of men no larger than ourselves and why a giant t omb for these ?

In not a single one have bones of gigantic size

ever been found ; and with good reason, for, a s H. P. Blavatsky points out, the
races who built them

fwd another purpose in view.

here and the re . i t was by races who

came

If they were used a s t ombs

long a ft e r.

To quote H. P . B . 's own

words :
"These gigantic monuments are all sym b olic records of the World 's history.
They are

not Druidical, but universal.

Nor did the Druids build them, for they

were only the heirs t o the cyclopean lore left t o them by generations o f mighty
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builders and - 'magi cia n s . ' hoth good and lx1 d .-

Thr S!'crrt

Doctrine, IL 7 54

Shi; says further :
"The D rui d i c a l

circks.

t he D o lrnen,;,

t h e Temples

of

India,

Egypt, and

G rt.:cc e , the Towers and t he 1 2 7 towns in Europe whi ch were found ' Cyclopean

in origin' by t he French Institute. are a l l t he work of initiated Priest-Architects,
the descend3.nts of those primarily taught by the · Sons o f G od . · jusLly called the
' B uilders.'

..

_ Op.

cit . , l . 200

( f oo t n o t e 1

In connexion wi t h t h i s . i l . i ' . B l a \·;1 1 ,;k\· pa i n t :; us a pid u r,, t lMt
lea\'to the mind t h a t ln,; o n ct' !:(r;1 sp1' < i

li - a

ne\·er

can

pi c t ur,· ui mankind s t ru g gling l o

meet grim and tl'rrihlc condit iun" i n \';h.1t w e n o w c.1 1 1 Europe. a n d o f compas
sionate Teachns corn i n !:r from :rn c i rn t Egypt to t ea c h and he l p t h em .

�he refers

t o records showing tha t these l n i t i a t c-Tcaclwrs journcyecl from A f rica to Europe
on

dry land; t hen over a pass t h . i t la t e r became the S t ra i t s o f G i b ra l t e r : then

northward over a broad pat h t o t he Balt i c .

And she asks :

"Whal wa s the o bj e c t of l heir long j ourne y "
place t h e d a t e of such yj,.; i t s :-

:\nd h o w f a r ba c k must we

The a H h a i c n.:rnrcb >-ho\\' the I ni t i a t e s of the

Second Sub-r n c e o f t h e ,\ryan iam i l y tml\'ing i rom one Janel l o another for t he

purpose of su pervi sing t he building of m c 11!i irs a n d d olmen:;, of colo"'al Zodiacs
in stone . . . . "- U p . rit . , 11 . 7 �0

It is a wonderful pi c t ur e - t ha t of l n i t i;1 t c s foun d i n g l\ l ysr cry-Schools. doubt
less, i n some o f these c e n t ers and ga t he ri ng about them lit t l e bands of follow
ers.

We can easily bclic\"C :-l t on e b t?n gc t o have been a t one time such

a

cen t er.

And they t ook g o od care that t heir buildings should not be llimsy huts, stand

ing today but ready to fall tomorrow.

They built t hem of imper i sha b le stone,

and of cyclopean p roport ions . a ble t o st a nd for hundre<ls o f t h ousands of years.

Such was lhe m o l i H'. behind cnlo:;sal worb like the S t a t ues of Bamian on
the other side o f the world. and t h ose o i E a st e r Island. of
The first record, i n s t one of

c yc l op e a n

a

wholly opposit e type.

proportions, t he h e i gh t of the early races

o f mankind, and t hese ha\'e t he Buddha - t ype o f hea d : t h e la t t er record the ac
t u a l size of the Atlantean sorcerer-race:<. who:0e sinist r·r ia ces l oo k d own at us
again in these huge st one portra i t s .
Not a word has t h u s iar been s a i d o f I n d i a . whose thousand or m o r e ruck
cut t emples const i t u t e one of the wonders of the world.

These alone would be

t he s tudy of a l i fetime - Eleph a n t a . Karli, Ellora. and many, many more.

Cut

bodily out o f the solid rock. some o f them with passages open to t h e sky yet
with not a single stone

,; uperi m po s ed

upon another in t he usual buil ding-w:ty,

a nd w i t h t h ei r miles o f subterranean chambers. t hey arc an eternal monument
t o t he genius and de\'otion of a profou n d l y spiri tual people.
we regard them !

And yet how li t t le

Elephanta is popular t oda y as a picnic-place for tourists !

Nor has anything yet been said of a class of a r ch ae o logical relics t hat is o f
unique importance - ancient

man uscript s - t he

ol<lest o n e o i which.

a s the w o r l d knows y e t , i s the Rig-Veda of India.

so f a r

T h a t i s a subj ect i n it se l f ,

though some mention of them should be made, for the old texts are 'archaeologi

cal reli cs' of out s tanding i m portance. and ha\·e suffered as have scul p t u res f rom
t h e mutila t i ng hand of fan a t icism.

How many priceless writings ha ve been de-
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reI1gwus l11gut ry d u we read

po o r , smashed faces on temple-columns in more than one land

of the Mohammedan, there of the Christian fanatic.
India has been left unmutilated.

n1

Lhis :

the work here

r\' ot a single one in all

What a story !

But war has been even more destructive in its way.
o f the matchless Parthenon !

-

Think of Greece and

Think of those statues of Bamian, standing as

though i n eternal waiting, marred and defaced by bullets which were, however,
powerless to dest r oy .

And examp le s mi ght be multiplied.

Think of the priceless

statues of which Rome was looted when her day of reckoning came.

Twenty

thousand of them lined the streets of that sp l end i d city in her day of p ri d e and
power.

\Vhen t he deluge of war had passed over. j u st two of a ll t ha t galaxy

wne ieit s t a nding.

Think o f t h e i ':1rt henun-mariiie,; t h rown to t h e gruu llcl by

an explosion set off in a w:ir, then carried away by ignorant µeasanc:i to be c u t
up for b ui lding - st o n es and burned for lime !

Think of th e priceles:; bronze;, o f

man y of the no ble s t of which only descriptions now remain, melted up for
cannon-met a l !

an

The whole art of a n ti q ui t y is a pa thetic ple a for B rotherhoocl.

impassioned plea for Peace.
We have taken but a cur s ory glance at s ome of the archaeological relics of

t h e world . for the grea t er part have not been touched upon.
round the world in doing it.

a nd

t he

convi ct i on

But we h a ve gone

forces itself upon us t ha l B r ot h e r 

hood must become the law of l i f e if we are ever t o have

a

wo r ld fit to live in.

The picture of war and fanaticism. ha n d in hand an d work i n g in age aflt.:r age.

tearing down and d es t roy i ng ruthlessly the Beauty t h a t devoted men have given
the best o f themselves t o create -- i t i s
it to our children in t he light o f

t he

science o f archaeology needs n o t hing

a hideous pi c t u re .

How can we e xp la in
Cle a r l y the

teaching t h a t man is divine 0
so

much t oday

as

t he light o f Theosophy

t hrown upon it.
The fut urc i s i n o u r own hands to fashion.

But the past is past.

Let us

make a better picture for the ce nt urie s to come - a pi c tu r e o i a world in which
art and religion shall go hand i n h a n d : and let us work ior

t ha t

fut ure day when

t u destroy a w o r k of art or o f the building-art will be held to he a s pecie s of
murder, a shameful something worthy only of a savage or
Let us work for

tha t

a

beast.

better day when the artist shall again b e guided by Ini

tiate-Teachers as was the artist o f the far past ; when his work shall be protected
and secure through t h e ages by t he sanctity of i t s utter Truth.

Such was the

g re at art o f a n t iq ue days. and that is why we can hear even yet , oHr the
o f n egle c t and mutilation, a few faint notes of its song.

j angle

But a symphony lies

within t he m and bey on d , its every note petitioning for Peace. its every contour
plead i n g with us t o heed t he words of t hose Teachers oi elder day s whom now,
after aeons of wan der i ng , we have found an d w e fo l l o w a gai n .
There can be no g rea t art without a great religion.
the ar chae o l o g i c a l relics o f the world : that is t h e

CJ.n he no eternal building-art without an eternal Love.

o f the soul in man. so Love is the voice of that
"LOVE

IS

Spi rit

That is the testimony of

Spiri t

o f t h e Pasl.

which s t and s behind the soul.

THE CEMEKT OF THE LNIVERSJ� ! ' '
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j ULIAN AUGU S T U S

J ULL'\.i\'"

w e n t out t o meet t h e soldiers when Lhey approached Paris.

He m ade the u:; ual cumµlirnernary and enco u ragin g ,.;peeches.

You have shown yourselves t he bes t - d i s c i p l inrd s o l dirrs of t he Empire and
t h e Empire needs you in t he East .

There you will fi n d success and w ea l t h bL·

yond your wildest dreams ; you will come home proud of having seen t he won
ders o f t he Orien t .

Tonight t he officers a re invited t o d i n e with me i n

:i.

fare

well feast. and i f it i s in m y power lo do a n y t hi ng for t he m . I ho pe t h e y will
m a ke their reques t ;; t hen.

You all know t ha t I d e si r e to serve y o u a n d make

you happy.

The soldiers cheered and beat their shields again s t their knees .
J u l ia n to them was no longer the supposed fool of a student with u n 
sol clierlike ways, but their gallant general .

l f he had seemed to be

mean h imsel f at fi rst by fi g ht ing with them in the front rank on foot
j ust l ike one of themselves, they had lon g overcome the strangeness
o f the proceeding and real ized that he was their real leadf'r. They
would have followed him into the j aws of death and seen to it that
they brought him back i n sa fely .

There was also about him a strange

magnetism which made them do t h i n gs with him and for him that
they would not have done for another.

Julian was still in residence at the 'palace' in the l i ttle Seine Island
o f Paris.

His wife Helen , the sis ter of the Emperor, was with him ,

and all seemed peaceful and q uiet.

.:\lcanwhile, in the officer;;' quar

ters and the camp, other scenes were in being.

The officers had

formed a decision as to the course they i n tended to take.

Talking and

d i s cu ss i ng m at ters as officers do, they clearly perceived t he plot of

Constantius to ruin J u lia n

.

"The Emperor only wants to take u s away so as to leave J u l i an
defenceless , " they concluded. " Look at the w ay he has treated us.

U nl ike Constant i u s , he does everything h e can to help us.

When we

were to have marched i nto the wilds o f the East we were to have gone
alone.

But Julian took on h imsel f to o rder that our wives and fami-
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lies should go with us. The only time he has ever disgraced us was
when the two legions gave way against the Germans. Another would
h ave decimated us, killing every tenth man, or would have sent us
to rot in the forests of the north, or would have degraded all the offi
cers. Julian merely made them all march through the town in wo
men's clothes ! The thing hurt worse than death at the time, but
he was justified in the event. For those two legions fought like lions
to wipe out the disgrace and have ever since been in the front of every
battle. We should have l iked to kill h im for making them march
like that , but we see now that he was r ight . Shall we then suffer �uch
a man to be slowly destroyed by Cons tan ti us ? "
And the whole mess roared o u t a thundering 'Ko '. '
Certain of the tribunes called for pen and parchment and it took
them no long time to write a few short notes - they would not trust
the offi.cial shorthand-writers to do it - and it was a matter of min
utes before the notes were sent quite anonymously to the private
messes.
"We are banished, like condemned criminals, to the ends of the
earth. Our homes will fall into the hands of the Germans. What
are we going to do about i t ? ' '
The evening was well forward towards sunset. J ulian's cam
paigns and transport-services had provided the means for producing
plenty of wine both on the spot and from the south. The soldiers
were ripe for any bold stroke. The word was passed and pande
monium broke loose. With their wine-cups still in their hands they
rushed to the Palace and surrounded it.
Julian had bolted and barred the doors with their heavy beams.
But that was not enough to stop the soldiers in their design. They
shouted and hammered on the great oak doors and it seemed as i f
they would break the whol e house down. I t was a substantial win
ter-house, too, with two stories, built of strong, solid oak.
Amid the turmoil there gradually began to prevail one cry over
the rest . Clearly and more clear i t rose in all its ominous signifi
cance : "Julianus A ugustus ! "
It was high treason of the most patent type. Julian t h e Emperor!
Certainly there had been co-emperors before and there might be
again. But Constantius had murdered wholesale the family of Julian
- his cousin - and the F ur ies would never stop at a peaceful recog
nition o f J ulian , the rightful heir by descent , but not by fact. There
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could only be one ending to such a combination, the death of Con
stantius or of Julian, and there would be civil war in any case.
Julian, being an initiated philosopher, was free from personal
ambition. H e had loyally obeyed the Emperor in everything, even
under the utmost provocation. Why, his extraordinary loyalty was
in itself suspicious ! And now there was this fearful new problem
to face. It came as a complete surprise to him.
While one o r two o f his own officers tried to temporize with the
soldiers and keep them in good humor, Julian went upstairs to his
own room, which was next to that of his wife Helen . I t was all very
well for her. She was the sistrr of Constantius and even now pos
sessed a little crown as a member of the royal family. But Julian
needed to think for himself.
Meanwhile the shouts outside became more and more insistent
;1s the cool night-air of l a t e :-;pring tempert>d the fumes of thr winc
cups . The m en were now in dead e arnest. It was Julian's moment
of choice.
Sometime a fter midnight the friend of the Gods stood in his upper
room and looked out of the square window in the beams towards the
starry sky, seeking a sign. · · o Jupit er ! direct me in the right way.
Not for myself, but for the good of all '. ' '
And as he gazed on the myriad lamps of nature in the glittering
sky of night the Gods gave him a sign. He saw the Star and followed
it. He was him sel f to be the Ruler o f the \\'oriel, Emperor o f Rome .
He must not thwart the will o f the Gods nor oppose the clamors of
the army. S uch things are not spoken o f too lightly or too exactly.
B ut to a few friends it was given out that Julian saw a vision of a
great figure representing the Roman Empire.
" I f you refuse the duty laid upon you by the gods we will desert
you ," was the severe warning he received. The story is cautiously
told. Julian dared not fail the gods. A lesser man, one Kapol eon,
in later days , let his personal desires gain the day and - the gods
deserted him.
This bookworm, this student, this philosopher and lover of the
gods - those god s , alas '. now so weak from lack of nourishment,
the devotion of men ,- this retiring young man who had planned to
ask permission to give up h is Caesarship and the purple robe that he
might go and live by the sea on his grandmother's little farm, whence
he could dream and gaze upon the turrets and pinnacles of Constan2 53
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tinople in the distance and meditate on the gods ; this unambitious
soul out of the ages must undergo the trials and terrors and strenu
ous times of an Emperor upon whose uneasy head lay many crowns.
The god had spoken. But Julian prayed that the cup might pass
from him. He opposed the clamor of the soldiers to the last, resist
ing as long as a chance remained that the gods would release him
from this obligation. But the sands of time were running out and
before the Unconquered Sun could dawn upon another day Julian
must fulfil his destiny.
At three o'clock in the m orning the soldiers r u sh e d the doors
and the stout oaken b e a m s gave way. With riotous joy the B retons
and Welsh troops , the Gaub and Romans, caught Julian as he de
scended the stairs and thrusting him upon a shield, bore him lightly
out t o the cheering army in the courtyard , where now the Cathedral
of �otre Dame stands in its grandeur of a later day.
' ' J u lian Augus tus ! Julian Augustus ! "
He must be crowned . The sacred emblem alone could seal the
event in due form. But there was no crown. The thing must not
become an omen. And it must not become a crown such as some
of these secret-society people spoke of in their strangely misunder
stood ritual . J ul i a n was the protege of the Sol Invictus, the Uncon
quered ?ll ithras, the Sovereign S u n . A n d the crown with blackened
rays - replacing the golden ones . shorn off by the powers of evil ,
the clipped locks of Shemcsh-On . of Samson, the Hebrew Sun-God
must never be allowed to m ake the crown of thorns, the crown o f
him who had been shorn of all power and lies dead i n the grave o f
win ter. It must be a gen u i n e shining golden crown.
Ah ! There was Helen. She could lend hers. In a trice it was
brought to Julian.
"� o t so ! Shall we seem to be entering upon a reign fit only for
women ? " Thus Julian as h e re fused to wear it.
There was hesitation and doubt . Where was the crown to come
from ? A crown they must have before the material symbol of the
Cnconquered Sun rose in the heavens in all his sovereign splendor.
Then a soldier snatched off a golden collar that he ·wore as a symbol
of his rank and probably as a relic of some looted treasury of Rome's
enemies. With this Julian was crowned, and at last he was in his
rightful place as Emperor o f the World !
He would rather have been studying Plato in the long lush grass
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where it grew by the sea on his grandmother's farm in Bithynia under
the Eastern sun of the Bosporus. But duty was duty and the gods
must not be disappointed. Even the happy university-days of A thens
must remain but a memory in the mind - the only happy days he
ever had in his l ife, except when with his Teacher and M aster, M axi
mus. The die was cast.
J uLIAN

AND CoNSTANTIUs

Juuus had said he was not ambitious, but after due show of
modesty he took the crown when they gave it to him. On the other
hand, Julian really was not ambitious except only in the interest of
the gods, and he wanted to strip himself of everything except the
symbol after he had had it forced on him by the soldiers. He wrote
to Constantius and told him so.
But Constantius, the tool of eunuchs and sycophants and the
victim of an evil conscience, still thought that he could suppress Juli
an. He promised him his life i f he would surrender at discretion and
give up all his honors and prestige. Considering the wholesale mur
der of Julian's family by Constantius, he must have thought this
quite a generous offer. Julian did not. Had he surrendered, what
was there to prevent some of the vile slaves of the court from accus
ing him of some new crime and having him beheaded at once, as Gal
lus had been beheaded ? That is, of course, supposing Constantius
and his vile advisers thought it necessary to have an excuse for break
ing his word and committing another murder. It need hardly be re
peated that there was nothing religious or Christian about the politi
cians and courtiers except the name; the real Christians were few
and kept their Christianity clean and sacred in the home, with occa
sional public observances, and that was all .
Besides, the gods told J ulian what t o do and warned him every
time when they could ; though of course the gods are under the very
strictest rules and must not evade natural law by a hair's breadth,
seeing that they are themselves natural law. They could help him
only when and as long as they were not met by devices of the powers
of evil that even the gods cannot surmount.
Ordinarily in that summer of 3 60 the one Emperor would have
marched East from Gaul and the other West from Syria or Mesopo
tamia and there would have been some decisive battle somewhere,
accompanied by fearful slaughter. The point had not come in Juli255
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an's life, as it had come long before in Chandragupta's, where he
would shed no more blood, even in self-defense. B u t until it did
come, the gods were not willing that he should be the instrument for
more slaughter than could be helped. It is only the very inferior
'gods' hardly worthy of the name --- those not so great as even a man
should be - who love bloodshed where it is unnecessary.
So Julian found it convenient to continue in the consolidation o f
the Gallic frontier while Constantius made his annual demonstra
tions against the great Sapor, the Persian king. In Mesopotamia
and Armeni a these g r a n d Persian warriors m a d e a yearly in road i n t o
the Roman territory a n d C o n st a n t i u s iound h i m s e l f ob l i ge d to a t 
t ack t h e m in a feeb l e sort o f way a f t er the d am a ge

was don e.

It is

q u i t e possible t h a t Constan t i us real l y d i d t h i n k he n eeded m o s t o f

J u l i a n ' s t r a in e d figh ti n g m e n . especially the Gauls a n d B r eto n s a n d
G e r m a ns ; th e y were towers o f s tre n g t h c ompa r e d to the Roma n s ;
b u t w i th o u t goo d l e a d e r ship what is t he u s e o f any a r m y . howe v e r
s u p e r i o r ? They would h a v e b e e n well -nigh wasted.
In this way the E m pe ro r s were k ep t bu sy . Julian in the Wes t
and C o n st a n t i us i n the East , d ur in g that s ummer o f 3 6 0 . It se e m e d
that the clash must come sometime with its terrible civil war and
s l a u gh t e r . Consta n t i us spoke very rudely of ' th a t goa t , ' as he c a ll e d
J u l i a n , from h i s wearing t h e beard o f the ph i losop h er . J u l i a n w ro te
q u it e rea s o n a bl e l e t t e r s t r y i n g to ��moo t h m a t ters over, b u t Constan
t i u s would h avf' no n e of it.
So J u l i a n , q u i t e reaso n a b l y . w ro t e m an i f e s t o s to th ose people
whom he considered h a d a right to k n ow what his claims were. He
w r o te to the Roman Sena t e ; t hat was natural . for t h e y still nominal 
l y h el d the power o f tlw E m p i r e . B u t he went further. He w ro t e
to t h e p e op l e o f :\then s , as being t h e h e a d a n d center o f the phi l o 
sophic and t h i n k i n g world . This was a n ovelt y . because m o st peo p le
regarded Athen s as a spent iorce . a sort o f b a c k nu m b e r , q u i t e un
wo r thy o f serious considnation i n I mper i al a ff a i r s. H e wrote to the
Spar t a ns and to Cori n t h . and these l et t ers of s el f - j u s t i fi c a ti o n are re
ga rd ed a s evidences o f the hopPlcssly a n t i q u a t ed a n d o l d - f ash i o n e d
dreamy s t a t e of m ind u f t h e p h i l osopher-Empero r .
ways the w a y with h i� t o r i a n s of

:1

B 1 1 t t h a t is al

mat erial a��c when deal i n g with

i n itia tes who t e mpered their d u ll :;urd icl everyday l i fe w i t h the s p i r i t 

u a l touch.

I f J u l i a n was such a hopeless f oo l

is it that when he

of a bookworm, hmv
him in any branch

f o ll o wed t h e path t he gods s howe d
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of life, lze never failed? He was the soldier, the statesman, the stu
dent, the philosopher, the reformer, and he was gloriously successful
in all these roles until the gods, under the pressure of inevitable law,
drew away from him. It was no fault of theirs ; we should say that
they did not fail him, but that the communications between him and
them were cut by a hostile hand ; that was the exact state of the case.
Constantius made peace impossible. He went back to his old
trick of supporting the enemies o f Rome in secret so as to keep Julian
busy. He encouraged �' Gnman enemy to attack Julian : but the
gods saw to it that Julian knc1Y it a l l in good t i rn <' . C: nnstantius and
his political schemers could never understand that the gods \Vere a
reality and, when undisturbed, were a very real help to their devotee.
If by chance they were confronted with some irrefutable evidence of
their protection and aid , these dull fellows would declare that i t was
the work of devils : M eanwhil e, Julia n relied on the gods and was
not deceived . � ot that he did not often have to use his intuition as
to their meaning : that was always the rule.
B ut there was not much intuition needed with one of their mes
s ag e s . This is it, translated into the customary doggerel of a past
century :
\Yhen J u p i t e r t h " extrem i t y commands

Of moist Aquarius, and S a turn stands
In \"irgo l wenl y-tl1·e. t h " Imperial state

Oi high Const:mtius shall be c losed by fat e .

Kot what one would call brilliant poetry i n English at any rate,
but plain e n ough for J ulian to make no mistake about its mean ing .
The time indicated was somewhere in the fall or winter of .3 60. That
gave all summer to get the affairs of Gaul into order and to appoint
civilian governors and officers owr the province. Julian did this
and then prepared to meet Constantius.
The army of Welsh and Germans and Gauls that had been so bit
terly upset when Constantius proposed to make them go East ; the
natives who had been under solemn cont ract that they should not be
called upon to lf'ave Gaul anrl their families ; the men who had made
] ulian .Emperor on p urpose to a\'oid foreign service ; were now the
very men who enthusiast ically followed b im to the near East, to the
Balkans, all along the Danube-country to C o n s t antin o ple itsel f.
This fact shows what a magnetic power Julian had given him
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by the gods. His Gauls and Celts would follow him anywhere, over
the edge of the world , if need be.
When the time came, Julian crossed into Switzerland and marched
to the sources of the Danube as far as the point where the river be
comes navigable. With his usual wonderful resource and energy he
sent on the rest of the army, while with three thousand picked men
he embarked in boats and in the wonderfully short time of eleven
days reached Sirmium, M itrovitz, near Belgrade, as we may say.
The gods were watching him and they gave him every advantage o f
wind and curren t . I t w a :-; a \rnn d n i u l pa:-; :-; a g e .
When the p eople in Sirmium were told that the Emperor had ar
rived, they were astonished. They could not understand how Con
stantius had come so far without being annou n ced . When they found
that the Emperor was not Constantius, but Julian, they were yet more
astonished. From Gaul to Belgrade in eleven clays was a marvel.
The stay at Sirmium gave J ul i an an opportunity to consolidate
matters. He received embassies and to his \Vclsh or B reton army he
added soldiers he found at Sirmiu m . together with legions from Hun
gary and Transylvania. \Vi th the� e he marched to N aisus or Nish ,
the birthplace o f Constantine. That was some four hund red miles
from Con stantinople Meanwhile, Constantius was m aking the usual
autumn-retreat from Mesopotamia and was in the ne i ghbo rhood o f
Antioch, o n the way t o meet Julian .
.

The natural move to m ake would have been to take Constanti
nople before Constantius could arrive and then face him with the
power thus gained from an admirable base. But Julian would not
move without the assent of the gods. They told hi m to wait. Be5ides, there was the oracle to consider. It would all come right in
the end, not a doubt o f it.
The time named came while Julian was at K aisus. True lo the
minute, a party of cavalry came riding from Constantinople to re
port that Constantius was dead and that the armies had decided
to support Julian as Emperor.
( To be continued)
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was who had been called to learn of Those whose Place
Q NEis athere
lofty land and there to serve Those who serve the Lords
of Holiness. And this one who was called was given overmuch to
dwelling in thought, so that his work was viewed with sightless eyes :
and he >vas given also to the asking o f questions that his thought might
frame the answers.
The .M aster whom he served knew that in time he would learn
that the question holds within its compass the answer - but the
time was not come. This Holy One from whom his lessons came was
called the l\Iaster o f Symbols, and he whom he taught was called
Naman which means only a n a m e
so that it appears that he had
not yet fo und his wo rk For when we have become one with the w or k
we are to d o , then have we a name from which we can n eve r be
separate.
-

.

Now ::\aman came from h i s bare a n d clean room a t the hour when

darkness receives the fi r,; t cold pure ray of the l i ght and by it
is diss i p ate d . .\nd as he set his foot acr os s the t hre shol d he fel t a
slight obstruction in h i s p<1 th \vhich , as his b are foot touched i t , gave
S toopin g , peer i n g . he found a l e a f of that tree
f or t h a murmur .
w h i ch grows in that lo fty l a n d and in no other p l ac e in all the m a n i 
fested world . T ak ing i t in h i s h a n d s Kaman exam ined i t as clos el y
as t h e faint l ight p e r m i tted b u t , f: n d i n g i t only a leaf. he re pl ac e d i t
whence h e h a d taken i t a n d w a l king care fully a ro u n d it went h is way.
For Kaman had l ea rned one l esson and i t was . that n o thing is with

warm

out p u rpose i n the C n iverse oi B e a utiful O rd e r .

A second day i n t h e ea rly l ight >: ftman . ha\'ing c rossed the t h re--;h
old o f his doorway, came again to an obstruction and, finding
leai.

he

said unto h i m sel f . " S ince 1 know that

naught

is without

it a
pur

pose in this C niverse of Holy P urpose a nd that which Soul has learned
Soul b no long e r concerned wit h . there m u s t be a lesson i n
for m e . "

this l e a f

,

So 0iam a n took i t g e n t l y in his hands to t rac e its seven

the
Higher and th e Lower. and he d e t e r m i ned to seek for ano ther s uch
leaf.
Having opened his eyes . �aman fo u n d ; and when in the evenin g
he returned to the Holy One by who m he was taught , he bore to hi m
and t h ree v e i ni ngs which he had been told held the secret o f
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"See, :\faster, I have learned the l esson

and it is, that of all only Truth is the same."

But as the l\laster

spoke not, Kaman asked : "Is not that the lesson, Holy One ? "-show

ing that since he knew it not for the answer, the lesson was not yet

learned.

A third day Naman found before his door a bough of many leaves

from the tree which grows in that lofty l and and in no other place in

the manifested world, and his senses having been awakened he sought
the Master. saying : " I recognise that which Thou wouldst teach,
for I h av e learned that :\11 Tru th springs from One Tru th . "

He

3 \\'aited the \vord of agrecrncnt fru:n the �\ l a � i e r of Sy111bo1::;. but the

Holy One spoke no t .

so that �ftman t u rned away i n dou b t . but w ith 

out mak ing of his d ou b t

a

q u estion .

On still another d ay very early in the morning, N a m a n coming
,

from his room found h i s way o bstructed by a seedling of the tree

which grows but in the l a n d of the Holy Ones, a n d this he plan ted i n

the ground a l i t t l e to the r ight of the p a th for he though t , h u mbly :
,

"There may be some, even as I . who lwi ng not r e a d y for all the tru t h

will fi n d it an obstruction . b u t t o them. and t o me, it w i l l offer A l l

Wisdom when we have been taught t o drink the s a p o f i t s Knowledge
by those who serve the Lords of Holiness and in whose hand is the

cup that runneth over . "

Thinking thus he went in eagerness to the

.)faster of Symbols telling him of that \vhich h e had done, nor did
he question if his act were right.

Yet the :M aster spoke not and Na

man was low in his spirit that nothing he did found favor with the

Holy One.

But Naman tended the seedling, and it grew, and from its flour

ishing he learned many lessons : one, that the tree held no more o f

Truth than his own being ; a seco n d . that its sap sprang from the same
l i fe as all B eing.

Having learned , Naman was more humble still , and he smiled not

at his own righteousness nor yet did he sorrow at his own imperf ec
tion , but accepted them as weight and weight and measure and mea

sure alike o f each other.

One and to him he said :

So accepting them , he made way to the Holy

"I should like to return to that Place where

dwell those who are Llind e\·en a :'i I .

To t h e m I would speak of this

;\lost High Place where grows the Tree o f Truth that is kept alive by

the Sap o f Knowledge, for though I am imperfect a n d fail to see much

that is an open secret of happiness yet that o f which I have knowledge
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I would share, and the path I followed when I sought thy presence, 0
Holy One - to that Path I would point my brothers."

Then the :\faster o f Symbols raised his hands and with them he
made the sign above Naman which is the Symbol of Service to Hu
manity, and he opened his mouth, and words like none that Naman
had ever heard issued from His lips, yet were they without sound.
And around Naman there was the color of mighty music, and over
him was the fire which b urned not , and about h i m there w a s placed
the vesture that would allow of his return to the world of manifesta
t io n , and into hb ear was pronounced the name b y which those who

that question and answer are on e ,

And ?\ am an . who
and Naman who had learned
and :\ aman who had dwelt with

the l\I asters and served them ewn

as

would know him ior what he was . would call him.
had learned that meditation is not all,

they served the Lords of Hol i

ness, and who had tended Truth and had d ru n k o f the Cup o f Know
l edge and whose breathing wa:; tranqu il \Vhether he looked upon
which called to him or that which he rejected . returned to the

that
world

o f mani fested l i fe .
A n d those

brothers

o f :\fun a n w h o h a d a l l t h ese things t o learn

which Xaman had k nown
H i g h Place, sou g h t him.

bdcm·

he had been called to that }lost

was the name that brought
and that
which they called him with their l ips they first knew in their h ea r t s .
'Teacher' they called h i m and 'Theirs' they n amed h i m , a n d it
was a true name and it confirmed a h o l y bond, and it fell swe e t ly on
the ears of the one to whom they came. A n d with loving heart he
served th em .
O n their l i ps

them close to "'.'Jaman as he had been close to the Holy O n e s ,
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Lucius Annaeus Seneca
(VII Books. Haase's Text ; Breslau, 1 8 i i )

TRANSLATION

BY

G. D E PURUCKER, M . A., D . LITT.

BOOK VI - XIV

( 1)

There are those who think that the earth trembles b y

( reason oj ) spirit a n d b y n o other reason, but from another rause
than that which pleused A ristotlP. W ha t i t is which is set forth by

these, now hear.

Our body i s flooded ( or, per/zaps, nourished ) by
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blood and by spirit, which flow through their own channels ; but we
also have certain very narrow receptacles of the ( animal ) soul ( ani
mae) , through which nothing larger than (it) can pass ; some wider,
in which it ( that soul) is collected and whence it is divided out into
the parts. Thus this entire body of the whole world is pervious both
by the waters - which hold the office of the blood - and by the
winds - which one would call nothing other than ( animal ) soul ( ani
mam ) . These two course along in some places, and are at rest in
others.
( 2 ) But just as in our body whilst good health exists, the undis
turbed movement in the veins also preserves its measure, and when
something adverse ( to health ) exists it palpitates frequently, and
sighs and panting as o f one laboring and worn out are ( warning )
signs : thus also in the earth, whilst ( its ) posture is natural , they
( winds and waters ) remain undisturbed. When something is trans
gressed, then , just as in an ailing body, there is movement by the
spirit - which had been flowing along quietly - having been vio
lently disturbed and shaking its veins ; nor is the case such as they
were saying a little while agone, who are of the opinion that the earth
is an animal : for if this is so, just like an animal , it ( the earth) as a
whole will feel the trouble. Nor in ourselves does a fever assail most
severely any particular parts , but extends over all with equal im
partiality.
( 3 ) See, then, whether spirit enters it ( the earth) from the air
diffused around, for as long as it has an outlet, it moves gently along
without ( c ausing) hurt ; if it strike upon anything, and fall upon
something that closes its path , then it is oppressed, at fi rst by the air
which is pouring in behind it ; finally, it escapes insufficiently through
some crevice, and is borne along with greatest difficulty where it is
narrowest : this cannot occur without a struggle, nor can the struggle
( occur) without a quaking.
( 4) B ut i f it discover no crevice through which it may flow out,
becoming pressed together into a mass, it rages there, and is driven
about hither and thither, and throws some things down and destroys
others. When it is exceedingly tenuous and likewise exceedingly
powerful, it insinuates itself as much as possible into whatever things
obstruct it, and whatever it has so entered into it splits asunder and
scatters by its energy. Then the earth is shaken ; for it either parts
asunder in order to give an egress to the wind , or, when it has given
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egress, it sinks down into the very cavern whence it sent the (wind)
forth, being robbed of the support below.
xv

Some think thus : The earth is perforated in many places ; nor
has it only those primeval avenues which, like vents, it received at its
origin, but many ( others ) which chance has wrought in i t : in some
places water has washed out whatever terrene matter was above ;
torrents have carved out other ( passages ) ; these, being broken open
by floods, became passable. Through these openings spirit enters,
and , if the sea has imprisoned it and drives it still lower and the
flood has not permitted it to return on its path, then, both outlet and
inlet being closed, it rol ls about, and because it is unable to go straight
onward - which i s natu ral to it - it strains upwards, and pressing
strongly ag a inst the soil , it cleaves it as under.
XVI

( 1 ) .Zldoreover, there must now be said that which pleases many
authorities, and perhaps it will get many vo tes ( discessio fiet ) . It is
evident that the earth is no t with ou t spiri t ( in it ) : I speak not only
of that ( sp irit ) by which it ( the earth ) holds itself together and con
joins its parts , which also is in rocks and dead bodies, but I speak o f
that which is vital and enlivening and which nourishes all things .
Unless it had this ( spirit ) , how could it infuse spirit into so many
plants de r ivi ng their life from no o ther source, and into so many
crops ? How would it nourish such diverse roots, su nk into it in so
m any different ways - � some growing in the top-soil, some drawn
farther down - unless it had so g r ea t a ( vital ) soul ( animam ) , gene
rating so many and such various things and rearing them from its
own drink and aliment?
( 2 J B u t thus far I use easy proofs. The entire sky which the
fiery aether, the highest part of the world, incloses : all those stars
whose n umber cannot be defined : all that assemb lage of the celestial
bodies, and - omitt i ng other things - that sun, holding its course
so near to us, greater by more than once than the entire circumfer
ence of the earth, draw ( t h e ir ) aliment out of the earth and divide
it among themselves ; nor are they sustained by any other, in fact,
than by the breath of the earth : this, which is their aliment, is food
here.
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It would not be able to feed so many things so much greater

than itself, unless it were full of ( ·v ital - animal ) soul ( animae ) ,

which i t pours forth from all parts o f itself both by day and nigh t :

nor could i t s o b e , unless it ( soul ) were greatly i n excess o f that from

which so much is sought and ta k en ; and i n fact that which leaves is

born at that moment.

Nor would there be in it the perpetual copious

ness o f the spirit supplying so many celestial bodies , unless, recipro
cally, these latter ran out their courses ( i. e . ,
other things pa ss ed over into it.

ended their lives ) , and

B u t nonethel ess it is necessary that

it ( thr earth I abound with it ( tlze i•ital soul l and be full uf it and

bring it forth from secret places.

( 4 1 It is therefore not doubt f u l that spirit lurks very largely ( in

the earth ) , and that widespread air fills dark spaces under the earth.
I f this is true, of necessity the soil is o ften in movement, since it is

full of an exceedingly mobil e thing.

Fur can it possibly be doubtful

to anyone that nothing is so unquiet as the ai r , so changeable, and

so delighting in activity ?

XVII
( 1 ) Hence it follows that i t exercises its own nature , and that

what always desires to be moved, sometimes moves other things also.
'When does this occur ?

\Vhen its course is prevented , for as long as

it is not hindered, i t moves calmly ; when it is opposed and checked ,

i t rages and rends apart i b bounds, not otherwise than that

( ri;;er )

Araxes,

indignant oj

the

bridge

( Vergil.

Aeneid,

viii, 7 2 8. )

( 2 ) As long as its channel is free and open, it deploys all its first

waters .

Where rocks, thrown into i t either b y h a n d or b y chance ,

have curbed it as it flows along, then it seeks impetus by delay, and
where the obstacles are the most numerous there it finds the greater

strength ; for all the water which comes upon it from behind and

which enl a r g e s it, when it can ( no longer ) sustain the pressu re, gath

ers power for the rushing fal l , and fl ies onward with the very things

which were i n its way.

The same thing is done by spirit, which , where

it is strongest and most active, breaks out the quickest, and most

vehemently demolishes every inclosure.

From t h is arises motion ,

that is, of the part under which the struggle occurred.

( 3 ) What is said to be the truth may be tested by the following :

o ften when there has been an earthquake, if in fact some part of the
earth has been broken open, there has flowed forth thence a wind ,
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lasting many days, as , it is related, happened in that quake by which
Chalcis suffered : thou wilt find i t in Asclepiodotus, a disciple of Posi
donius, in those very Quaestionum N aturalium Causae ( Causes of
Researches into Nature ) . Thou wilt also find in other authorities
that the earth has yawned open in some places and that thence for
no small time a wind has blown forth, which manifestly had made
that way for i t s el f through which it was borne.
XVIII

( 1 ) Hence the grt>atest cause by which the earth is moved , is
spiri t , by nature quick, and changing from place t o place. This, as
long as it is not driven forward and

r ema i ns

quiet in a v a can t space.

lies harmless, nor is it tro ubl esome to what s u r rounds i t : but when
from the outside some cause affecting it vexes and constrains

it a nd

d r ives i t i nt o some restricted place. i f i t �till can do so i t y i e l d s mere

ly

and diffuses itsel f .

But when the abi l i t y o f withrlrawing is denied

it, and it is opposed on every s i d e . then
witlz great m u t teri11g of the 1 11 0 1mtai11,
. 1 ro 1111d tlze incltrn·d spac1·s tlzey

and

( the inclosed spaces 1 ,

ro,1r,

(\"ergiL A rn cid. i, 5 5 -6 )

having been assailed for a long time , i t

wrenches them apart and throws them dow n , t h e most furiously
where

it

has strived against the st rongest ob s t a c l e

.

( 3 ) Then , when it h a s wandered around everything by which it
is held i n and has not been able to escape , i t springs in recoil whither
it has been most strongly d riven , and either is d i str i b u ted into the
secret recesses
formed in the l ooseness o f the s o il by the earth
quake itself - or it r ushes forth through some new o p ening I ndeed ,
i ts great energy cannot be confined , nor does any structure hold in
the w i n d , for it l o o s e n s every chain and carries off with it s e l f e v e ry
s h ac k l e and d iffused through the smallest thi n gs i t y e t exceeds the
roomy spaces, and [ f r ee s ( its clj ) ] by t he unconquered m ight o f ( its )
natur e . Without fail, when it has been aroused, it vindicates for it
self its own r i ght .
( 4 ) Spirit [ i n truth ] is an unconquered thing : never will it be
but that
,

-

.

,

The struggling winds a n d lite liowli11g storms

He co11trols, and rnr/Js !Item in clwius a n d prison,

( \"ergil.

A e n . , i, 5 3 -4 1 .

( 5 ) W ithou t doubt the poets have desired that prison to be seen,
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in which, under the earth, they should lie hid and confined ; but they
understood not this : neither that which is confined can be still the
wind, nor that which is wind can ever be confined, for what is in con
finement becomes still and is of the office of the air : but all wind is
in flight.
( 6 ) Moreover, this also belongs to these proofs [by which it ap
pears that spirit causes motion ] , that our bodies also tremble no
otherwise than as if some cause perturbed the spirit: as when it ( the
spirit ) is contracted by fear ; as when it languishes in age and droops
in the torpid veins ; as when it is numbed with cold, or is thrown out
of its course under the paroxysm (of a disease ) .
( 7 ) For as long as i t flows along uninjured, and proceeds in its
customary manner, there is no trembling of the body : when some
thing occurs which can inhibit its function, then, insufficiently pow
erful in carrying out the things that it did in its vigor, withdrawing,
it shakes whatever it had borne when unimpaired.
XIX

( 1 ) It is necessary that we hear M etrodorus the Chian saying
what he will, in place of determination ; for I do not allow myself to
omit even those opinions which I reject, since it will be preferable
to have an abundance of all ( kinds ) , and to reject rather than to
omit those ( opinions ) that we condemn. What then does he say ?
( 2 ) " Even as when the voice of one singing enters a dolium ( a
jar with a very wide mouth ) , and runs all through i t with a certain
shaking, and re-echoes, and though so lightly moved nevertheless
goes around it - not without a touching and a noise of that in which
it is inclosed ; thus the immensity of the caverns hanging under the
earth has its own air, which when another ( air ) falling upon it from
above has stricken, it shakes, not otherwise than as those void spaces
- of which I spoke a little while agone - resounded with the com
municated din. "
xx

( 1) Let us now turn to those who have said that all these things
which I have mentioned are the cause ( i. e., causative agents) , or
(that) several of them are so. Democritus thinks (that ) several (are
so ) , for he says : "The movement sometimes is caused by spirit,
sometimes by water, sometimes by both, " and he follows this up in
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the following manner : "A certain part of the earth is concave ( hol
low ) ; into it flows together the energy of water ; of this ( energy ) ,
there is something ( a part ) tenuous and more fluid than the other
( parts ) . This, when it is forced back by the incoming weight, dashes
into the earth and moves it, nor can it be driven to and fro without
( causing ) movement of that upon which it is hurled.
( 2 ) "Moreover, in the same manner as we treated of spirit, so
must one treat also of water : when it has been collected in one place,
and has desisted from holding itself in control, it inclines strongly
somewhither , and at first opens a way by its weight, then by impetus ;
for it can neither - having been for long inclosed - depart except
down a slope, nor can it fall in a moderate manner in a straight line,
or without the concussion o f those places through which, or into
which, it falls.
( 3 ) " But if, when it has now begun its impetuous course, it come
to a halt in some place, and the energy of the stream be turned back
upon itself, it is driven upon the inclosing earth, and shakes it in
that part where it most strongly strikes. Further, sometimes, the
earth being wet with the fl uid which has penetrated into the lower
parts, settles far down, and the very foundation is thus weakened ;
then that part is heavily oppressed upon which the greatest weight
of the incoming waters inclines.
( 4) " Spirit, too, sometimes drives the waters, and , if it very vehe
mently press, it manifestly moves that part of the earth upon which
it has borne the gathered waters. Sometimes, having been collected
together in the earth's passages, and seeking an outlet, it moves every
thing ; and the earth is likewise penetrable by the winds, while spirit
is too subtil for it to be excluded, and too vehement for it to be re
strained when it is aroused and in rapid movement."
(5) A ll these causes are possible, says Epicurus, who also puts
others to the test; and he also blames others who asseverated some
one of these to be ( the cause ) , for it is difficult to assert something
certain concerning the things that must be ascertained by conjecture.
( 6 ) " Hence," as he says , "water can set the earth in motion if
it have washed o u t and worn away certain parts, by which, thus
thinned away, it ( the eart h ) can no longer be sustained and (by
which ) it was upheld ( when they were ) untouched. An irruption of
spirit can ( also ) set the earth in movement : perhaps the air is shaken
by another ( air) entering ; perhaps it ( the earth ) is shocked by some
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part suddenly giving way, and receives movement from that ; per
haps some part of the earth is sustained by certain columns or pillars,
as it were, by which , weakened and giving way, the superincumbent
weight quakes.
( 7) Perhaps the energy of heat of spirit, turned into fire and
similar to the thunderbolt, is driven onward, with great overthrowing
of all things opposing it ; perhaps some blowing ( wind ) impels for
ward marshy and stagnant waters, and thence either the stroke shakes
the earth. or a commotion of spirit, increasing and rousing itself by
its very movement, is carried from the depths to the upper parts. ' '
Yet no greater cause of the movement than spirit is acceptable to him .
XXI
( 1 ) To us also this spirit is acceptable, which is able to accom
plish such great things, than which there is nothing in the nature
of things more powe r ful , nothing more piercing, without which not
even those things that are most strong are effective. Spirit rouses up
fire ; the waters, if thou deprive them of wind, are inert : then only do
they receive an impetus when wind ( blowing ) drives them ; it is able
also to dissipate great spaces of the earth, and , lying underneath
( the soil ) to raise up new mountains, and to place islands hitherto
unknown in the midst of the sea. Thera and Therasia and that island
of our own time - born in the Aegean Sea be fore our own eyes-who
will doubt that spirit tossed them forth to the light ?
(2) There are two kinds ( of eart hquak(',s) - acceptable to
Posidonius - by which the earth is moved : there is a name appro
priate to each of the two : the one is su bcussion ( succussio ) , when the
earth is shaken and is moved upwards and downwards ; the other is
inclination, by which it ( th e earth ) nods from side to side, after the
fashion of a ship. I count as a third that ( kind ) which is described
by a designation of our own, for not without cause our ancestors
called it a tremor of the earth , which is dissimilar to each of the
( other ) two, for then all things are neither shaken from beneath nor
are they inclined, but are vibrated . The motion is least hurtful in a
calamity of this sort, while the inclination is by far more ruinous than
is the concussion : for unless a movement of return be very rapid to
restore ( to position ) what things have been inclined, ruin of neces
sity follows.
( To be continued)
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Q

UESTION : What explanation has Theosophy to offer of the
peculiar cultural status of Stone Age man ? More particularly,
can it reconcile his cave-dwelling and apparent lack of even the most
ordinary implements and conveniences, with the fact that as an artist
he would take a ranking place today in every art-essential ?
Grace Knor:lu: : One should

ject without some

grate f u l

n o t touch . even lightly, upon this sub
w o rd in behal f o f H. P. B l av a b k y . for to

The querent is r e fe r r e d t o t h e :::, y rn posium · · .-\ rch aeoiogicai Relic:-:.
and the Spirit of the Pas t " on another page of this issue for some hints
corollary, but something a l so should be added, for by " the stern
logic of facts" H. P. B. forces o ne to take another viewpoint and to
consider the whole question in the light o f those marvelous key-teach
ings, Karman and Reincarnation .
The popular modern theory of man 's evolution t o his present
status from the Stone Age ·savage· has several weak points , but we
will mention o n ly one -- Stone A.ge man was not a 'savage . ' H e was
tall, handsome, brainy , highly intell i gent, with a brain-case equal to
that of any modern , and a f acial angle running the Greek as closely
as our own. The contours of the Cro 1\.fagnon skull are classic ( we
are giving the testimony of archaeolgical discovery here ) and we
should expect something cultural and u nusual from the possessors
of such heads in whatever line might evoke their interest and effort.
Stone Age man might have been a mathematician or an inventor or
a philosopher - but only his art, preserved on lasting rock, has re
mained.
Particularly wonderful i n the wide range of this art are the Alta
mira cave-paintings. They are so fine in contour and in construction
tests that only great art can hope to pass - that the best-schooled
modern artist could not surpass them in any essential q ualities. The
technique is astonishing in its ease and charm , and in its fine and ac
complished perception of when to stop. S uch work could only have
been the result of long and serious schooling - but when ? Obvious
ly, at some far more ancient time, when its principles were so in
grained into the soul and character of the artist that it could bridge
-

-
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the long sleep that we call death, and could flower and indeed would
flower, at some later time, under conditions that would dismay a
modern artist completely. These paintings are not feebly conceived
and stingily or clumsily carried out, but are powerful and generous
both in feeling and in size. They can no more be compared to the
art-work of actual savages than that of a well-schooled modern can
be with the grotesque and doddering attempts of a failing mind.
There could h ave been no schools of
are

sure of

that,

for

art in Palaeolithic

E urope i tsel f was new.

days .

We

The existence w i t h i n

the m a n h imse l f - in the higher, deathless p a r t o f him -

of

soul

memories capable of impressing and kindl ing brain-minds less fil l ed



up than ours are w i t h ephemeral and t r u mpery detail s , is the only

rational explanation ;
art was a f a i n t
lantean culture .

lithic

and this is
,

yet warm

the teaching of Theosophy. Palaeo
and still virile, downgleam o f old At

Stone-Age conditions, in brieL were the karmic result of Atlan
The status of a large majority of the mankind of old At
lantis was that o f one who had "wasted his substance in riotous liv
ing,'' and had become bankrupt - which means to be thrown down,
as it were, and compelled to make a fresh start. I t was a karmic
foreclosure on a gigantic scale. But this did not include all , for while
the major part of these old races ( there were many, very many of
them and o f widely different types ) had to struggle on an d up - or
on and down, a s they could or a s they would - there were certain
smaller groups, the sinless ones , who when the continent perished
made their way to a more propitious environment and there built up
glorious civilizations under the guidance of Initiate-Teachers. But
Palaeolithic man was not one of these fortunate stocks - fortunate
because evil living had not killed intuition. He had to 'take his
medicine, ' as the saying runs - and he took it standing !
tean sin.

We cannot but feel respect, even something of affection, for this
'ancestor' of ours. Head unbowed, standing bravely by the conse
quences of his mistakes - though in the mercy of wise Nature not
remembering them in detail - he nevertheless preserved soul-mem
ories that enabled him to express, under the harshest possible condi
tions, some at least of the rhythmic harmonies of soul-life. All honor
to him ! Racially he disappeared - how, or why, or into what, only
Theosophy can say. But apart from detail-teachings, we know that
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he paid h i s debt a n d was then free to incarnate under better condi
tions, the soul , we may depend, moving on.
Much is brought out on this subject in H. P. B lavatsky's master
work, The Secret Doctrine, to which the student is referred. It will
repay one immeasurably for every hour spent upon it.
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